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From Editor’s desk

'' One positive thought creates millions of positive vibrations..."
Traditional International Conference "Noise and Vibration", sponsored by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technological Development of The Republic of Serbia was held at the Faculty of Occupational Safety
in Nis, from 29 to 31 October 2014. Co‐organizer of the Conference was the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Timisoara. General sponsor of the Conference was a Danish manufacturer of sound and vibration
measurement equipment Bruel & Kjaer, who provided the eqipment for The Noise and Vibration Laboratory by
delivering the software package PredictorLimA 7810 for environmental noise calculation and strategic noise
mapping. The main objective of the Conference was the exchange of international know‐how and knowledge in
the field of noise and vibration. The following instructive seminars were held as part of the Conference:
"Advanced noise measurement techniques in the working and living environment", "Sound insulation" and
"Advanced vibration measurements techniques". Given the great importance of noise and vibration in
occupational and environmental safety, the journal’s editorial board has dedicated this issue to a selection of
papers presented at this Conference.

''Jedna pozitivna misao stvara milion pozitivnih vibracija..."
Na Fakultetu zaštite na radu u Nišu od 29. do 31. oktobra 2014. godine održana je tradicionalna
Međunarodna konferencija „Buka i vibracije”, pod pokroviteljstvom Ministarstva za nauku i tehnološki razvoj
Republike Srbije. Suorganizator Konferencije je bio Mašinski fakultet Univerziteta u Temišvaru. Generalni sponzor
Konferencije bio je danski proizvođač merne opreme Bruel&Kjaer, koji je u tu svrhu Laboratoriji za buku i vibracije
isporučio softverski paket PredictorLimA 7810A za predikciju buke u životnoj sredini i izradu strateških karata
buke. Glavni cilj Konferencije je da se kroz međunarodnu saradnju razmene iskustva i znanja iz oblasti Zaštite od
buke i vibracija. U okviru Konferencije održane su sledeći instruktivni seminari: „Napredne tehnike merenje buke
u radnoj i životnoj sredini”, „Zvučna izolacija” i „Napredne tehnike merenja vibracija”. S obzirom na veliki značaj
buke i vibracija u zaštiti radne i životne sredine uređivački kolegijum časopisa je odlučio da ovaj broj posveti
prezentaciji radova sa ove Konferencije.
On behalf of the editors
Dr Ivan Krstić
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STRATEGIC NOISE MAPPING AND
ACTION PLANNING. EXPERIENCE,
PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS
Abstract: Based on EU Noise Directive (END - Directive
2002/49/EC) since 2005 started an intensive noise mapping process in
EU member states. Some of the countries had a significant tradition in
creating noise maps in the past. The END set a new path, and aimed a
harmonized global strategic approach to reduce the increasing
environmental noise from major sources (causing heavy health impact
to EU population).The author has a broad experience in last more
than 5 years - creating noise maps and strategic noise plans, mainly in
Bulgaria. In the recent paper is presented a short overview of obtained
experience and related practical conclusions. The final aim is to
determine exact dedicated action plans - based on the strategic noise
management (restriction and reduction of the environmental noise
impact), and applying set of measures and acoustical planning in
short, middle and long terms.
Key words: strategic noise map(s), action plan(s), environmental
noise.

INTRODUCTION
The END defines EU Member States obligations
towards overall strategic approach on Environmental
Noise Protection.
The aim of END is “to define a common approach
intended to avoid, prevent or reduce on a prioritized
basis the harmful effects, including annoyance, due
to exposure to environmental noise”.
One can quote as well the definition from EU technical
document “Common Noise Assessment Methods in
Europe (CNOSSOS-EU)”, i. e.:
Europe is acting to to determine the exposure to
environmental noise through strategic noise mapping
and elaborate action plans to reduce noise pollution.
Since June 2007, EU countries are obliged to produce
strategic noise maps for all major roads, railways,
airports and agglomerations, on a five-year basis. These
noise maps are used by national competent authorities
to identify priorities for action planning and by the
European Commission to globally assess noise
exposure across the EU. This information also serves to
inform the general public about the levels of noise to
which they are exposed, and about actions undertaken
to reduce noise pollution to a level not harmful to
public health and the environment.
An interesting quote from the official World Health
Organization paper “Burden of disease from
environmental noise”
DALYs (disability-adjusted life-years) lost from
environmental noise are 61 000 years for ischemic
heart disease, 45 000 years for cognitive impairment of
children, 903 000 years for sleep disturbance, 22 000
years for tinnitus and 654 000 years for annoyance in

the European Union Member States and other western
European countries. These results indicate that at least
one million healthy life years are lost every year from
traffic related noise in the western part of Europe.
The last more than 5 years the author of recent paper,
through company SPECTRI Ltd. – Bulgaria
successfully finalized directly and indirectly 8 (six)
SNM (Strategic Noise Maps), and 10 (ten) AP (Action
Plans). Thus we collected vast experience not only re.
the process of END noise mapping, but as well re. the
on going process of sustainable follow up, and
expected publicly available strategic approach for
reducing the environment noise impact, combined with
dedicated protection of quite zones in the
agglomerations.

Figure 1. SNM from SPECTRI extract from
Burgas city

Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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METHODOLOGY, EXPERIENCE
Until 2017 shall be used the recommended by END
harmonized assessment methods (see Appendix ІІ 2.2., recommended methods).
From 2017 is mandatory to generate next stage SNM
via the defined by CNOSSOS-EU New Noise
Assessment Methods.
Based on his experience SPECTRI Ltd. can
recommend and advise the total project’s algorithm,
shown in Figure 2.
SNM (Strategic Noise Maps):
The quality of SNM is defined by several main
requisites:
• quality of input GIS model, and its subsequent
dedicated adaptation;
• data for main sources (own collection required)
• verification procedure (procedure needed)
• Used toolkits from EC Good Practice Guide (EC
expert noise group paper - WG-AEN)
EXAMLE OF ROAD TRAFFIC CATEGORIZATION
FOR SOFIA CITY:
Roads categories (as
per own study & GPS
tools)

Light Vehicles
traffic (per hour)
D/E/N

Heavy
Vehicles
traffic
(relative)
D/E/N

G (EndNoTraffic)
6,13,14,16

12/4/8

12/4/8

F (Dead roads)
11,15
E (Service roads)
10,17
D (Collecting roads)
9,12
C (Small main roads)
4,5
B (Main roads)
3,8
A (Major main roads)
1,2,7
A0 (Major extra roads)
0

128/37/18

0.01/0.01/0.00

256/73/37

0.03/0.01/0.01

511/146/73

0.05/0.03/0.02

1023/292/146

0.08/0.05/0.03

2045/584/292/45

0.10/0.08/0.05

3535/1010/505

0.10/0.08/0.05

8703/2487/1243

0.25/0.35/0.45

EXAMLE OF RAIL TRAFFIC CATEGORIZATION
FOR SOFIA CITY:
TRAIN

Type

--P_xx
F_xx

--passenger
freight

N
day
day
136
57

N
evening
evening
48
26

N
night
night
41
87

N
vagons
Pcs.
4
20

EXAMLE OF TRAMS TRAFFIC
CATEGORIZATION FOR SOFIA CITY:
ITEM
TRAM
lines
32

N_TR_D
DAY
1591

TRAFFIC
N_TR_V
EVENING
1591

N_TR_N
NIGHT
556

An acceptable SNM accuracy of 3dB is to be achieved.

Figure 2. Main steps re. Strategic noise mapping
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Special attention shall be taken re. methodology of
using existing, or organizing new measurements and/or
monitoring of noise. A direct ISO1996 measurement
and/or monitoring results cannot be implemented in
SNM process directly, without careful consideration
and undertaken corrections.

Some of the commercially available calculation tools
for SNM are offering the so-called “reverse
engineering” (correcting the acoustical model with
introduced real noise level results). This tool is
recommended to use rarely and with big care.

Figure 3.1. Verification points for Sofia city
For rough verification purpose can be used available
measurement and monitoring data base (see Figure
3.1.-3.2).

C 45
C 46

Point
ID
C1
C 20
C 21
C 25
C3
C 31

C 35
C 36
C 44

Address
bul.Makedoniya
i ul.20-ti april
ul.Zhitnitsa
i
ul.Kyustendzha
bul.Gotse
Delchev 31
bul. Aleksandar
Stamboliyski i
ul.Lavele
gara Poduyane
ul.Tsvetan
Radoslavov
i
ul.Galileo
Galiley
II
MBAL
bul.Hristo Botev
II
SAGBAL,
ul.Sheynovo 19
zh.k. Druzhba,
bl.96

Laeq,
dB

LaeqLIMA

L24H/LI
MA/ LEQ
/EV.M/

C5

64.5

68.89

-4.39

C8

71.5

73.79

-2.29

74.5

76.28

-1.78

63

65.34

-2.34

75.3

72.64

2.66

58.5

57.71

0.79

68

67.14

0.86

62

64.07

-2.07

55.5

58.36

-2.86

ul.Kievska
i
ul.Novo selo
ul.Georgi
izmerliev
24
DKTS
bul.Konstantin
Velichkov
i
ul.Pirotska
bul.Tsarigradsk
o
shose
i
ul.Latinka

56.9

59.56

-2.66

66

63.06

2.94

71.5

73.62

-2.12

77.5

75.92

1.58

Figure 3.2. Example for verification calculations in
selected monitoring points in Sofia city
SNM performer has to provide, even for verification
purposes own argumented methodology for obtaining
main END indexes - Lden & Lnight.
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AP (Action Plans)
For all direct and concrete noise reduction measures
shall be provided calculation of prognostic effect –
using the recommended by END harmonized

assessment methods (see Appendix ІІ - 2.2.,
recommended methods)., and from 2017 the defined by
CNOSSOS-EU New Noise Assessment Methods.

Figure 5. Real action measure calculation quote

Figure 6. Acoustical measure – noise barrier, design phase

Figure 7. Acoustical measure – noise barrier, real set-up
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In a final AP document, one shall include variety of
measures, i. e.:
•
•
•
•
•

organizatorical global measures, with overall
acoustical impact
investment environmental projects, with overall
acoustical impact
public campaigns and measures with indirect
acoustical impact
measures on state and even cross border measures with direct and indirect acoustical impact
measures with direct acoustical impact (such as
barriers, large green zones, traffic improvement,
etc.)

CONCLUSIONS
Main practical advises, and conclusions from SPECTRI
experience and Non Governmental involvement in
Environmental Prediction process (through Bulgarian
Acoustical Association):
• Collection of maximum possibly correct input data
is achieved either through available sources, or
collecting via different institutions’ collaboration,
or using own collective procedure and argumented
methodology.
• Using measurement and monitoring data (available
ones), and further organizing of own measurements
and traffic counts. Needed own argumented
methodology for introducing measurement data into
SNM process, and for verification procedure.

SPECTRI www.WEBNOISE.eu.
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Figure 8. SPECTRI WEBNOISE.eu portal
• Producing reliable, accurate and trustful tool for
professional strategic noise impact reduction and
noise protection – the END defined Action Plans,
organized and created with care.
• Important practical conclusion is that the SNM and
AP are to be created with same methodology, and
possibly by the same performer.
• Publicly available data in a clear, attractive, and easy
understood format. One example is the maintained
by SPECTRI own environmental on-line protection
portal - seem http://www.webnoise.eu - See Figure
8.
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STRATEŠKO MAPIRANJE BUKE I AKCIONO PLANIRANJE.
ISKUSTVO, PRAKTIČNI ZAKLJUČCI
Boris Mihaylov
Rezime: Na osnovu Direktive Evropskog parlamenta o proceni i upravljanju bukom u životnoj sredini iz 2002.
godine (END - Direktiva 2002/49/EC), godine 2005. je u zemljama članicama EU započet intenzivan proces
mapiranja buke. Neke od zemalja su imale izuzetnu praksu u kreiranju mapa buke u prošlosti. Direktiva je
utemeljila novi put sa ciljem harmonizacije globalnog strateškog pristupa smanjenju buke od osnovnih izvora
buke u životnoj sredini koji izazivaju štetan uticaj na zdravlje stanovnika EU. Autor ovog rada ima bogato
iskustvo u kreiranju strateških karata buke i strateškom planiranju buke, uglavnom u Bugarskoj. U radu je
prikazan kratak pregled dobijenih rezultata i zaključaka. Krajnji cilj je da se utvrde konkretni akcioni planovi na
osnovu strateškog menadžmenta bukom (restrikcija i smanjenje uticaja buke na životnu sredinu), kao i da se
primeni niz mera u okviru kratkoročnog i dugoročnog akustičkog planiranja.
Ključne reči: strateška karta buke, akcioni plan, buka u životnoj sredini.
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NOISE AS AN INDICATOR OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY - PREMEASUREMENTS IN SELECTED AREAS IN
THE MUNICIPALITY OF VELENJE
Abstract: The noise in the living and working environment
significantly reduces the quality of the environment. With the
expansion of cities and consequently increase of traffic, the problem of
noise increases significantly. The study was performed in Velenje, a
large employment centre in Šaleška valley. In terms of population it is
the fifth largest city in Slovenia. In recent years, Velenje is faced with
the deterioration of environmental quality and increased noise,
particularly around the city's main roads. In the last decade, this area
is very active in investments (thermal power plant, Gorenje), and thus
the living and working environment situation worsens. The
longitudinal axis of the city is the concentration of traffic and
industrial activity. The aim of the project was to create a professional
basis and assess the degree of exposure of certain areas and its
population to different sources of noise. The study is intended to
prepare a quick and effective corrective measures for protection
against the influence of noise.
Key words: noise, environmental quality.

INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the municipal noise, which refers
to the external noise environment in the municipality of
Velenje. The noise inside the accommodation and
service spaces (buildings, workplaces, industrial plants
etc.) does not belong to municipal noise. In the urban
environment, transport is by far the most troublesome
noise source. With the increase of traffic and spread of
urban places the problem of noise also increases.
The solution to the problems with noise can be found in
considered (sustainable) spatial planning of urban
development that takes into account spacial and general
city maps, detailed maps of urban planning and
anticipating projects. Sustainable urban development
planning must include the living habits of the
population living in urban areas, the development of
industrial, commercial and trading areas and areas for
relaxation, fun and recreation as well as the transport
needs of the city.
In the measurement of urban noise we measured the
total of sound pressure level on the site of immisions,
which means superposition of all noise sources, the
close and distant, primary and secondary as well as
parasitic ones. Measurements were carried out to:
determine the noise impact of the measuring area (the
city) with noise, compare with permitted limit values,
determine the possible measures for protection against
noise and identify the noise sources and their influential
area, [1,2].

Current legislation in the field of
environmental noise
Environmental noise is governed by two regulations in
accordance with the Directive of European Parliament
and Council 2002/49/EC of June 25, 2002. The basic
law of protection against noise is the decree of noise in
natural and living environment, its amendments and
other regulations, [3]. Also important, is the
»Regulation of noise from road and rail transport«.
Both decrees define the evaluation of noise, its limits
and measures to reduce and prevent excessive noise
emissions or immissions. When planning the
measurements we comply with the »Regulation on
evaluation and regulation of environmental noise, OJ
RS, no. 121/04. This regulation specifies, in accordance
with the Directive of European Parliament and Council
2002/49/EC of June 25, 2002, concerning the
assessment and regulation of environmental noise (UL
L no. 189 of July 18, 2002, p. 12–26) and in order to
avoid, prevent or reduce harmful effects, including
interference caused by noise in the environment,
measures to reduce the congestion of environment with
noise, particularly in relation to methods of evaluation
of environmental noise, the determination of noise
exposure with mapping the congestion of populated
areas with noise, providing access to information on
environmental noise and its effects to the public,
preparation of the operational programme for
protection against noise pollution, which is based on
the results of mapping the areas with noise congestion,
with a view to prevent and reduce it, and the
preparation of a programme of action in the areas of

Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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population, which are in the class of highest level of
noise congestion and are because of the exposure
defined as a degraded environment. The regulation on
the limit values of environmental noise indicators,
Gazette RS no. 105/2005 of November 23, 2005 and
no. 105/ of November 7, 2008. The regulation on the
limit values of environmental noise indicators, Gazette
RS, in accordance with the Directive of European
Parliament and Council 2002/49/ES of June 25, 2002,
on the assessment and management of environmental
noise, provides for, [4-14]:
• Rate of reduction of environmental pollution by
noise,
• The limit values of indicators of noise in the
environment,
• The critical values of indicators of noise in the
environment,
• The provisional methods for assessment noise
indicators,
• Adjustments that need to be taken in account for the
calculation of the value of noise indicators in the
use of the provisional methods for the assessment of
noise indicators,
• Measures to reduce noise emissions in the
environment,
• Taxpayers to ensure operational monitoring of noise
for noise sources (herein after referred to as:
operating monitoring) and
• The contents of environmental licence and
situations, for which environmental authorisation
does not need to be obtained.
The natural and living environment is divided into four
levels of protection against noise, in which they allow
different noise levels (limit, critical, taper) in the day
and night time.
The regulation of protection concerning noise from
road and rail traffic also classifies the environment in
four different levels of protection; where individual
noise level must not exceed the prescribed day and
night noise level.
Policy on the first measurements and operational noise
monitoring for noise sources and on conditions for their
implementation and changes, Gazette RS, no. 70/96

specifies the kinds of quantities of the noise that need
to be measured, and monitoring of the area laded with
noise.
Experts who deal with planning of interventions in the
environment are, in the context of their duty, required
to make an assessment of impacts on the environment,
which mostly include the following activities,:
• Carry out measurements in the field;
• Assess the specific origin of noise (the noise
source);
• Calculate the expected noise levels;
• Produce a simulation of the load of the environment
as a result of interference in the space (noise map);
• Informing the affected residents and wider
community;
• Create databases for regular and later use;
• Participating in professional discussions about
possible solutions.

AREA OF RESEARCH
Measurements were carried out on the territory of KS
Gorica. It's a sloppy compact settlement of terraced
single-family houses, placed next to and above of
Goriška street, the main local vein, which leads to the
Eastern city and suburban areas of Velenje. Main
feature of the area is residential with the providers of
various services. The hill side is rising up to 480 meters
above sea level.
Next to the local traffic road a green belt is planted (a
barrier) with the function of noise protection. In order
to determine its effectiveness, we performed the
measurements next to the road, and right after the green
planting. We were also wondering, how the noise level
varies with height and the distance from the noise
source (the traffic), so we repeated the measurements
one street higher (Splitska Street). The lowest
measurement point on the Goriška Street was located at
397 metres above sea level, and the highest
measurements were done on Splitska Street at 413
metres above sea level.

Figure 1. The distribution of monitoring sights (Mapping basis: Google Earth, content: N. Špeh)
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All measurements were carried out in the open. The
noise next to traffic was measures 2 metres from the
edge of the road at height of 1.5 metres. Measurement
of noise was carried out on working days during the
week from 12:30 to 14:30. The measuring site and the
results of measurements are displayed in the web
application Google Earth or Google Maps and with
geographic information tool ArcMap 10.2.

RESULTS OF MEASURMENTS
Noise immissions are highly dependent on the micro
location. The noise strongly varies with distance from
the source (e.g. road), but the possible presence of
physical barriers (e.g. buildings) between the source
and the location of observation is also important. At the
same time, temporal fluctuations are also important,
[15, 16].
We structured the data into five categories: 1) 0 to 40
dB, 2) 41 to 55 dB, 3) 56 - 60 dB, 4) 61- 65 dB and 5)
above 65 dB.
Base line measurements point (19) was pinned 2 meters
from the edge of the road (on the map 1, they are
marked with no. 1-19). The value of the measurement
fluctuated from 54.2 dB (min) to 75.3 dB (max). The

calculated average value of sound directly at the road
was 67.5 dB
Followed by a parallel line of measurement (18
monitoring stations), which we did behind the green
barrier (map 1, marks 20-37). In some parts, the
measured values of noise clashed with three categories
lower than those of roadside (2nd category: 41-55 dB).
Values ranged between the absolute lowest 51.7 dB to
highest 73.2 dB. The calculated average value for
noise, measured behind the barrier, was 61.6 dB, which
meant almost 6 dB less than the average values
measured directly next to the lane of Goriška street.
With the repetition of measurements in 2013, we find a
greater influence of the green barrier; the difference in
average values between road line and behind the barrier
amounted to 10 dB.
Green barrier in the width of about two metres
represents the planting of shrubs and pine trees. Less
commonly planted shrubs affected the results of
measurements, because there the instrument detected
higher values, in some cases even of same category as
directly to the Goriška Street. The data advocate the
positive influence of green barrier usage. Additional
(thicker, wider) planting might achieve even more
effective anti-noise protection.

Figure 2. The level of noise in certain measuring points
Velenje, the fifth largest city by population in Slovenia
CONCLUSION
(25.329, municipality of Velenje 32.973, SURS, 2014),
Noise in the living and working environment represents is an important employment centre, but at the same
an important disturbance for a human and may time it also has a transit role. In recent years, it is faced
significantly lower the quality of the living with a deterioration of the quality in the living
environment. In the urban environment transport (road) environment, that is with transgression of burden with
noise is by far the most troublesome. However, the noise, in particular at the cities arteries. The negative
problem of noise increases with the increase of traffic.
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impact is also reflected next to the valley axis in the
direction to the neighbouring municipal centres,
Šoštanj and Šmartno ob Paki. This valley axis
represents the concentration of traffic and industrial
activity in connection to settlement function of the
space. In the last decade, this area is very investment
active (TEŠ, Gorenje), which additionally worsens the
situation of living and working environment and these
parts of Savinja statistical region. Similarly, the traffic
congestion increases beyond the urban area of the
valley. There is an increasing pressure of transport
activity on rural areas in the Šaleška valley, which
represent a strong hinterland in terms of daily
migration.
The results are represented by preliminary
measurements that need to be upgraded (repetition in
different times of day), if we were to use them for
making the expertise with which we would determine
the degree of exposure of individual areas (and the
population) to various sources of noise. This is the only
way we could have prepared a detailed spatial
presentation and a set of necessary measures. The
results of further studies could also be used for: a)
creation of proposals on anti-noise measurements
throughout the area with a special treatment for noisecritical parts of the municipality Velenje and b) with
data, we would complement the spatial basis (plans)
and define the conditions for purposive use of space
(OPN municipalities) and to determine the levels of
protection against noise.
The purpose of solving the noise problem, its
prevalence and spatial distribution on a wide range
Šaleška valley originated from the need to update the
basis for municipal spatial plans of the discussed
municipalities, where for decades pressures of various
anthropogenic activities come in line.
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BUKA KAO POKAZATELJ KVALITETA ŽIVOTNE SREDINE PRELIMINARNA MERENJA U ODABRANIM
OBLASTIMA OPŠTINE VELENJE
Nikola Holeček, Natalija Špeh

Rezime: Buka u životnoj sredini značajno smanjuje kvalitet životne sredine. Problem buke se značajno povećava
širenjem grada i posledičnim porastom saobraćaja. Studija je izvedena u Velenju, velikom centru za zapošljavanje
u Šaleškoj dolini i petom gradu po broju stanovnika u Sloveniji. Velenje je u poslednjih nekoliko godina suočeno
sa pogoršanjem kvaliteta životne sredine i povećanom bukom, posebno oko gradskih magistralnih puteva. U
poslednjoj deceniji se u ovo područje veoma aktivno investira (Termoelektrana Šoštanj, Fabrika Gorenje),čime se
bitno pogoršava stanje životne sredine. Uzdužna osa grada predstavlja koncentraciju saobraćaja i industrijskih
aktivnosti. Cilj projekta je bio stvaranje profesionalne osnove i procene stepena izloženosti pojedinih oblasti i
stanovništva različitim izvorima buke. Studija je namenjena pripremi brzih i efektivnih korektivnih mera za zaštitu
od buke.
Ključne reči: buka, kvalitet životne sredine.
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IMPORTANCE OF MONITORING OF
TRAFFIC NOISE FOR THE ACOUSTIC
ZONING OF ZRENJANIN
Abstract: This paper present monitoring of noise as a product of
traffic in Zrenjanin. The purpose of this research is to point out the
problems caused by the traffic noise. Measurements of sound levels
were performed at several locations in Zrenjanin, along the main
road: The corner of Nikola Pašić street near the shopping centre,
Mala Varoš“. Milutin Milankovic Boulevard next to the Special
hospital for pulmonary diseases „Dr Vasa Savic“. The paper gives an
example of how to perform measurement in the field when determining
the level of noise. In practice, for relevant datas measurement results
are obtained by authorized accredited institutions that deal with
measurement noise. In accordance with regulations, this research can
serve as basis for future measurements and monitoring for the purpose
of acoustic zoning of Zrenjanin, easier urban planning and controlling
of noise level. Acoustic zoning and making zoning maps are of great
importance for many urban and strategic planning.
Key words: monitoring, noise, acoustic zoning.

INTRODUCTION
Noise is a loud, unpleasant or unexpected sound and it
can be continual, uneven or impulse. It can have
different levels, durations and time distribution. It has
no proper definition, therefore it has to be accepted as
subjective evaluation and feeling. Main sources of
noise in human environment are traffic, industry, civil
and construction works, recreation, sports and
entertainment. Levels of noise are increasing as the life
tempo is rapidly accelerating in large urban
environments [1], [2].
The problem of environmental pollution has inflicted
itself on us in the last decade of the last and at the
beginning of current century which alarmed the whole
human race and especially the developed countries to
make greater steps in sustainment and protection of the
environment from further degradation. Since noise is
one of the problems of above mentioned pollution,
more or less, this paper presents basic theoretical
phenomena of noise and some of its physical
characteristics and given measurement results make a
solid base for evaluation of impact of traffic noise on
environment in specific locations in Zrenjanin [3].

MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
OF NOISE
Relevant acoustic data on noise characteristics which
are obtained by measuring of acoustic amplitude and
frequency are necessary for the control and evaluation
of noise. Results of the measurement must have
attribute of repeatability. Therefore, it is necessary to
choose the appropriate instruments. In this paper, due
to the large amount of data , it will only show data for

one measurement (in one day) for day, evening and
night. Basic attributes of noise which determine the
choice of the measuring instrument are:
• Levels of noise
• Time-dependency of noise:
• Invariable noise - (up to 5 dB)
• variable noise - (above 5 dB)
• Incoherent noise - source of noise has cycles, such
as passing by of one car or a plan; the level of noise
decreases and increases very fast
• Impulse noise - explosive or impulse noise is a
noise consisting of single bursts with a duration of
less than 1s
• Frequency of noise:
• Broadband noise - a noise with even distribution of
sound energy in broad frequency interval ( several
contiguous octaves )
• Narrowband noise - noise which energy is in
limited frequency band ( an octave or third of an
octave )
• Tonal noise - noise which sound energy is in
discreet frequencies [4], [5].
According to European Environment and Health
Committee, in Serbia there are several difficulties with
regard to noise such as inadequate legislation and lack
of standards for levels of noise, inappropriate
monitoring of noise in city areas, poor zoning of noise
in urban planning, poor locations for industrial areas,
limited projects for noise protection, insufficient traffic
noise control, as well as inadequate traffic management
[6].
In Table 1 are given appropriate sound levels.
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Table 1. From Protocol on highest appropriate levels
of noise in working and living environment [7]
Zones of
noise

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purpose

The highest approved
levels of noise (dB)
Outdoor /
indoor
Day/night
day/night

Recreational
Residential
Predominantly
residential
Predominantly
business
Industrial

50 40
55 40
55 45
65
limit≤ 80

30 25
35 25
35 25
40 30
40 30

Figure 2. Part of the city main road near the hospital
for pulmonary diseases [3]

In Table 2 are given levels of traffic noise.

The Figure3 shows measurer of noise level.

Table 2. Levels of traffic noise
Main city roads
(high traffic)
Crossroads in the city
centre
(high traffic)
Local roads
(65% truck traffic)
Local main roads
Residential area streets

75 dB
75 dB
70 dB
55 dB
55 dB

LOCATIONS OF MEASUREMENT
Location 1 is situated next at Zitni trg to the business
building „Mala Varoš“ where several city owned
companies are situated and 50 meters from the building
is a residential building which has several businesses in
the ground floor. Picture in Figure1 is taken during
measurement.

Figure 3. Measurer of noise level [3]
The following
measurement:

equipment

was

used

during

 Sound Level Meter with associated microphone:
Manufacturer: Voltcraft
Type: SL - 400
Class 2 according to IEC 61672-1

Figure 1. The corner of Nikola Pašić street, Žitni
square - view from the other corner [3]

 The acoustic calibrator
Manufacturer: Bruel & Kjaer , Denmark
Type: 4231
Sound level : ( 94 ± 0.2) dB and ( 114 ± 0.2) dB
Frequency : (1,000 ± 1 ) Hz
Calibration of the measuring chain, measuring noise
levels and a condenser microphone made acoustic
calibrator is listed on: 30.03.2014.year.

Location 2 is situated at Milutin Milankovic boulevard
on part of the main city road next to a wall
approximately 50 meters from the building of the
hospital for pulmonary diseases „Dr Vasa Savić“.
Picture in Figure 2 is taken during measurement.
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Comparison of characteristics of the measuring chain
was carried out internal audits using the following
equipment :
• A measurer of the noise level
Manufacturer: Bruel & Kjaer, Denmark
Type: BK 2250
Serial number: 2506333
Measuring range (20 - 140) dB
Measurement of the levels of noise for the purposes of
this paper was held on March 31st, 2014 [3].
For both locations instrument was 5m from the road
and altitude on which the instrument was: 1,5 m.
Time frame for each measument (day, evening and
night): 30 minutes.
Hourly measurements for Location 1:
Day:
09:39 h – 10:09 h
Evening: 18:33 h – 19:03 h
Night:
22:19 h – 22:49 h
Hourly measurements for Location 2:
Day:
10:26 h – 10:56 h
Evening: 19:25 h – 19:55 h
Night:
23:01 h – 23:31 h

RESULTS
When the measurement is performed, in the set time
intervals, values measure by the instrument are
methodised, sorted, and analysed. Process for the
equipment used for this paper is following: computer is
connected to the instrument by the cable which is the
part of the equipment, and the previously installed
software on the computer processes the data that
instrument measures. Measured values for every
second of the process are entered in Microsoft Excel
table, which displays all measured values. Programme
then calculates mean value for every measurement and
makes a graphical chart of measured values. At Figure
4 is present only an example of how the table looks
after the Microsoft Excel program read data from the
instrument for easy insight into the process of
calculating (every table has approximately 1700 rows)
[3].

Figure 4. Microsoft Excel table with
measured values [3]
X -axis of the graphs indicates measurement time in
seconds and the y axis indicates the measured sound
pressure level in decibels . Amplitude show oscillation
between the maximum and minimum values of the
sound pressure, while for analytical calculation taking
the average value.
Results for daily, evening and nightly interval
measurements for location 1 are given in Figures 5-7
[3].

Figure 5. Graphic chart of results for daily interval
measurements for location 1

Figure 6. Graphic chart of results for evening interval
measurements for location 1

Figure 7. Graphic chart of results for nightly interval
measurements for location 1
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All representative data are for location 1 – Žitni square,
Nikola Pašić street corner. Calculation for practical
measured values will be presents later in the paper after
data for Location 2, for clarity of data and better
analysis of calculated values of both locations.
Results for daily, evening and nightly interval
measurements for location 2 are given in Figures 8-10
[3].

А - Weighted average for long-term levels of noise for
specific periods of day is defined by the equation (2).
(2)
In Table 3 are shown the values which are read off for
all three periods of the measurement for location 1 [3].
Table 3. Datas for calculation of L den for location 1
Measurement
period
Day
Evening
Night

Figure 8. Graphic chart of results for daily interval
measurements for location 2

Ruling period
12h
4h
8h

Measured value
[dB(A)]
65,97
63,66
56,93

Based on the previously presented equations 1 and 2
and datas from Table 3, it is calculated :
64,03dB (A)
In Table 4 are shown the values which are read off for
all three periods of the measurement for location 2 [3].
Table 4. Datas for calculation of Lden for location 2
Measurement
period
Day
Evening
Night

Figure 9. Graphic chart of results for evening interval
measurements for location 2

Figure 10. Graphic chart of results for nightly interval
measurements for location 2

ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF
NOISE
Level of noise for day-evening-night L den ( d – day , e
– evening, n – night) in decibels dB(А) is defined by
the equation below [8], [2]:

(1)

Ruling period
12h
4h
8h

Measured value
[dB(A)]
63,68
60,8
58,41

Based on the previously presented equations 1 and 2
and datas from Table 4, it is calculated:
LDEN = 62,04 dB(A)
Standard period is a period of 24 hours and it refers to
daytime lasting from 6 till 18h , evening lasting from
18 till 22h and night lasting from 22 till 6h. In the table
thre are number of hours for every period.
Note: Parameter Lden was calculated based on 1,5 h
measurement. This was calculated by summing 30
minute intervals for every period of measurement –
day, evening and night.
Table 5 shows the values read from the graphs of
appropriate measurement - day, evening and night for
the minimum and maximum values of the sound
pressure for location 1 [3].
Тable 5. Measured values for location 1

Day
Evening
Night

L Aeq
[dB(A)]
65,97
63,66
56,93

L AF max
[dB(A)]
81,5
83,2
86,6

L AF min
[dB(A)]
51,7
51,7
43,1

L AFmax [dB (A)] are maximum measured values of
sound pressure
L AFmin [dB(A)] are minimum measured values of sound
pressure
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Table 6 shows the values read from the graphs of
appropriate measurement - day, evening and night for
the minimum and maximum values of the sound
pressure for location 2 [3].
Тable 6. Measured values for location 1

Day
Evening
Night

L Aeq
[dB(A)]
63,68
60,8
58,41

L AF max
[dB(A)]
84,7
87,7
80,3

L AF min
[dB(A)]
45,7
45,5
42,1

LAF max [dB(A)] are maximum measured values of
sound pressure
LAF min[dB(A)] are minimum measured values of
sound pressure
Noise measurement and result analysis were performed
in accordance with standards SRPS ISO 1996 – 1
Acoustics -- Description and measurement of
environmental noise -- Part 1: Basic quantities and
procedure and SRPS ISO 1996 – 2 Acoustics -Description, measurement and assessment of
environmental noise -- Part 2: Determination of
environmental noise levels. Calculation of results was
also performed in accordance to the above standards
above [4], [5].

ACOUSTIC ZONING IN ZRENJANIN
Traffic parameters that are taken into account while
discerning levels of noise are: Car frequency, tractor
frequency, heavy vehicle frequency, bus frequency,
motorcycle frequency.
Bypass zone – bypass is one the most important traffic
corridors in Zrenjanin, Fig.11. Realisation of the road
connecting southeast entrance to the city from the
Belgrade-Zrenjanin main road, following east and north
border of the General urban planning project to the
Novi Sad-Zrenjanin main road, will allow transferring
transit traffic outside of the city and direct it towards
the corridor.
Planning of the bypass area (petrol station, gas station
etc.), will completely adapt this traffic corridor to the
planned activities. Corridor is connected to the city
streets by means of existing feeding roads exiting the
town. There are no plans for connecting other streets to
the corridor.
The measured values impose a conclusion that we
should have necessary measures in order to decrease
those values. Systematic monitoring of levels of noise
determines acoustic pressure thus creating condition for
acknowledging the problem of noise and incorporating
it in the urban planning of new and reconstruction of
existing residential areas. Construction and certificates
of acceptance for residential, investment, industrial,
small business buildings, and city infrastructure should
comply with determined technical regulations which

guarantee with quality of acoustic insulation. In this
specific case, for Zrenjanin, based on measured values
and levels of traffic noise and in opinion of the authors
the best solution for the city would be finishing the
bypass around the city, especially for the heavy
vehicles that should not be allowed to use main city
road, albeit city centre [3], [9] and [10].

CONCLUSION
In order to determine acoustic zones in the city, it is
necessary to measure all sources of noise– traffic,
industry etc. on the referent locations where results can
reflect the level of noise in that zone. This way, certain
areas of the city can be organised and planned, noise
can be easily monitored, and inspections and
supervising authorities can have better overview of the
natural or legal person or persons who produce noise of
the certain level, especially those who breach
appropriate limits. This would establish a system of
monitoring of noise within the city territory with
purpose of long-term solution to the problems caused
by noise, especially a problem of noise as health
hazard.
Therefore, there is a possibility to perform acoustic
zoning in Zrenjanin (which haven’t been done before),
give greater significance to noise monitoring, finish the
bypass around the city which was mentioned in this
paper.
There are excellent solution which could be applied in
the shortest period, of course with appropriate funding
and engagement of experts and institutions.
In Serbia, in addition to compliance with the European
legislation and limit values for noise, it should be
worked on noise monitoring in urban areas, the
activities of the zoning noise in the spatial planning
process.

Figure 11. Bypass zone - the most important traffic
corridors in Zrenjanin (mark red and blue lines) [9]
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ZNAČAJ MONITORINGA SAOBRAĆAJNE BUKE ZA AKUSTIČKO
ZONIRANJE GRADA ZRENJANINA
Ivana Lakatuš, Živoslav Adamović, Ljiljana Radovanović
Rezime: Predmet rada je monitoring saobraćajne buke na teritoriji grada Zrenjanina. Cilj istraživanja je da
ukaže na probleme izazvane saobraćajnom bukom. Merenja nivoa buke su izvršena na nekoliko lokacija u
Zrenjaninu - uz magistralni put, na uglu ulice Nikole Pašića u blizini tržnog centra „Mala varoš“ i duž Bulevara
Milutina Milankovića, pored Specijalne bolnice za plućne bolesti „Dr Vasa Savić“. U radu je dat primer postupka
merenja na terenu radi određivanja nivoa buke. U praksi se relevantni podaci o rezultatima merenja uglavnom
dobijaju od strane ovlašćenih akreditovanih institucija za merenje buke. U skladu sa propisima, ovo istraživanje
može poslužiti kao osnova za buduća merenja i monitoring u cilju akustičnog zoniranja teritorije grada
Zrenjanina, lakše urbanizacije i kontrole nivoa buke. Akustično zoniranje i mapiranje su od velikog značaja za
urbano i strateško planiranje.
Ključne reči: monitoring, buka, akustično zoniranje.
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Abstract: The problem of the aircraft noise is certainly one of the
PETAR MIROSAVLJEVIĆ4 factors that affect not only at the planning of a new airports or
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a whole. In order to mitigate this problem, a series of a different
measures are undertaken today, whose effects are finally evaluated by
the application of an appropriate indices and the aircraft noise
metrics. In this paper, a brief chronological review of the aircraft
noise metrics development is shown, as well as their classification
according to the different criteria. The analysis of the certain aircraft
noise metrics, with the close attention to their interconnections, is
accomplished. Additionally for the nowadays frequently used metrics
and their advantages and limitations, special attention was given. An
overview of the supplemental aircraft noise metrics, which are now
proposed and as such can be accepted by the general public, is given.
Key words: aircraft, noise, metrics.

INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of jet engines in civil aviation,
aircraft noise was recognized as environmental issue
since from '60s of the 20th century. Today, this problem
still persists and may reach unsustainable levels. This is
confirmed by the ICAO (International Civil Aviation
Organization) predictions, according to which the
number of people who are affected by aircraft noise,
with the worst scenario, would be increased from
today's 25 million to more than 34 million during the
next two decades, in other words 36% higher than
today [1].
Therefore, the issue of aircraft noise is present in all
segments of the air transport and traffic system. There
are a number of the aircraft noise abatement measures,
with the final goal to reduce or limit noise exposure of
people living in vicinity of airports. Comprehensive
and economically viable way of the available noise
abatement measures application at international airports
is contained in the ICAO's "Balanced Approach to
Aircraft Noise Management" [1]. One of the principal
elements of this approach is a reduction of noise at
source, and big improvements are achieved in this field.
Due to application of high by-pass turbofan engines
and improved airframe design, nowadays new types of
transport aircraft generate usually up to 100 times
lower sound intensity compared to the same category of
the older aircraft.
The effects of these measures are described by
appropriate indices and the aircraft noise metrics.
Establishing of the proper noise metric system is
important in prediction of the impact of noise on
people, and loudness and annoyance assessment. But,
evaluation of human response to noise is compounded
because of complexity of human hearing system and
human psychology.

Nevertheless, different influential factors on human
reaction to noise are usually combined in one
comprehensive indicator or single noise metric. There
is number of aircraft noise metric that are more or less
in using, and almost all of them are based on the
decibel scale. Also, different aviation organization,
countries, even airports, use different methods and
aircraft noise metrics for assessing noise, and there is
no common stand for the most complete and best
metric that describe aircraft noise exposure.

DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
METRICS
One of the first attempts to characterize aircraft noise is
dated back to the late 1950s, when Perceived Noise
Level (PNL) is developed by Kryter. PNL is primarily
used for assessing the annoyance due to jet aircraft
flyover noise, because the commonly used A, as well as
B and C frequency weighting networks (Figure 1) are
unable to emphasize the differences between noisiness
of jet aircraft versus propeller aircraft.

Figure 1 Frequency characteristics of the A, B, C and
D weighting networks [2]
Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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PNL as a single event maximum sound level metric
basically is calculated from sound pressure levels
measured in octave or one-third octave frequency
bands. By reason of a quite complex PNL (L PN )
calculation method the D weighted sound level (L D )
was introduced later as a simpler approximation of
PNL, with the following relation between them [3]:

L PN ≈ L D + 7 (± 1 dB )

Today, D weighted sound level is rarely used for nonbypass or low-bypass turbojet engines that are fitted
only in military aircraft. Also, calculation method of
PNL does not involve effects of pure tone "swish" that
is often present in flyover of turbofan aircraft and
duration of a sound. These shortcomings have been
overcome later by introducing tone corrected and
duration corrected metrics.
During the 1950s the initial assays for estimating
community reaction to aircraft noise are led to
development of Composite Noise Rating (CNR). An
early version of the CNR was designed for any noise
source, but the later CNR procedure was shaped for
evaluation the aircraft noise exposure and predicting
effects of multiple event aircraft operations. The
calculation method of CNR (L CNR ) is based on data of
aircraft operation (i.e. number of daytime and nighttime
takeoffs and landing) and PNL (L PN ) value for the
chosen ground location, and the relation for
approximate calculation of CNR is [3]:

LCNR ≈ LPN + 10 log (N d + 16.67 N n ) − 12

where: L PN is the average maximum of PNL at a
ground location of interest, N d is the number of
daytime operations (07:00 to 22:00 hours), N n is the
number of nighttime aircraft operations (22:00 to 07:00
hours), 16.67 is weighting factor for nighttime
operations and 12 is an arbitrary constant.
CNR as forerunner to other community noise predictors
has few disadvantages that are incorporated through
PNL. In the next two decades, from the 1960s to early
1980s, intense and overall researches in the field of
psychoacoustic are brought to "alphabet soup of
aircraft noise metric" [4].
Problem of the noisiness assessment of the sounds with
prominent discrete frequencies, that are present in
flyover of turbofan aircraft, is solved by introducing of
Tone Corrected Perceived Noise Level (PNLT). As a
PNL, the PNLT is used in assessing the subjective
response to single events, and after reviewing the
several different procedures of tone correction, PNLT
metric procedure was accepted by Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in 1969.
Actually, there a few methods of the PNLT calculating,
but their essence is examination of the band sound
pressure levels in a noise spectrum in order to find if
the sound level in any frequency bands exceed its
adjoining bands. Then, based on numerical difference
between successive band sound pressure levels and the
process of elimination if the difference does not exceed

certain amount, for each of the 24 one-third octave
bands tone correction factor (C) is determined (Table
1).
Table 1. Tone correction factors [5]
Frequency
f [Hz]
50 ≤ f < 500
500≤f < 5000
5000≤f< 10000

Level
difference
F [dB]
(1)
1½ ≤ F < 3
3 ≤ F < 20
20 ≤ F
1½ ≤ F < 3
3 ≤ F < 20
20 ≤ F
1½ ≤ F < 3
3 ≤ F < 20
20 ≤ F

Tone correction
C [dB]
F/3 - ½
F/6
3⅓
2F/3 - 1
F/3
6⅔
F/3 - ½
F/6
3⅓

Because just one tone correction factor may be added
to PNL, selection of C max is needed, and PNLT (L TPN )
is given by:

LTPN = LPN + C max
Certainly, the main disadvantage of PNLT is that it
does not account duration of a noise. Influence of noise
duration is considered in Sound Exposure Level (SEL),
which is actually energy averaged A-weighted sound
level over a specified period of time, with the reference
of 1 second. Calculation of SEL (L AE ) for temporal
sampling is given by relation (2)
[3]:
L A( i )
 n



L AE = 10 log ∑ 10 10 ∆t 
 i =1



where: L A(i) is the instantaneous A-weighted sound
level for the ith sample, n is the number of samples
taken during the given period and ∆t is the time interval
between samples. In practice is necessary to take into
account sound levels which are within L Amax and (L Amax
-10dB) interval, for a noise event such as an aircraft
flyover.
Another metric, also A-weighted and energy averaged
over specified period of time is Equivalent Continuous
Sound Level (L Aeq ). This metric as noise descriptor is
widespread used for aircraft noise. For continuous time
integration L Aeq is:

 1 t 2 L A (t ) 
10 10 dt 
L Aeq = 10 log
 t 2 − t1 t∫

1


where: (t 2 - t 1 ) is the measurement time.
Both, the tone correction and influence of noise
duration are included in Effective Perceived Noise
Level (EPNL). This is a metric for assesses the
noisiness of a single noise event, and EPNL if
fundamental metric for aircraft noise certification.
Calculation procedure of EPNL is consisted by few
steps with following simplified review [3], [5]:
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• measuring of sound pressure levels of the each 24
one-third octave band with sequence of 0.5 second
time interval during the aircraft noise event

Then the overall value of the NEF (L NEF ) at a given
location is the sum of L NEF(i,j) by the aircraft class (i)
and flight path (j):

• calculation of the PNL value (L PN(i) ) at each (ith) 0.5
second time interval,

 n m L NEF ( i , j ) 


LNEF = 10 log ∑∑ 10 10 
 i =1 j =1



Where: n is the number of aircraft class and m is the
number of flight paths.
Determined by comprehensive interviews the
acceptable NEF values were very
(6) helpful as guidelines
for proper land use planning and zoning in vicinity to
the airports. Numerous of multiple event aircraft noise
metrics was developed during the 1907s with basic
purpose of land zoning and regulation. For example,
one of them is Community Noise Equivalent Level
(7)
(CNEL) based on A-weighted sound level and
developed in the State of California.
CNEL (L* den ) is a 24 hour noise rating metric that
includes adjustment factors for evening and nighttime
periods, and it is introduced as simplified alternative to
the NEF system [6]:

• determination of tone correction factor (C i ) at each
(ith) 0.5 second time interval,
• computation of PNLT value (L TPN(i) ) at each (ith) 0.5
second time interval according to:

LTPN ( i ) = LPN (i ) + Ci
• identification of the PNLT maximum (L TPNmax ), and
• calculation of EPNL (L EPN ) according to:
LTPN ( i ) 
 n
LEPN = 10 log ∑ 10 10  − 13
i =0



where: constant -13dB is relating the 0.5 second
interval to the 10 seconds reference duration, i.e.
10log(0.5/10) = -13, and n is the number of time
samples when PNLT (L TPN(i) ) is within interval from
L TPNmax to (L TPNmax –10dB).
In a number of cases, for EPNL estimation by the SEL
can be used according to following approximate
relation [3]:

LEPN ≈ L AE + 4 (± 3 dB )

Today, EPNL as a single number evaluator is widely
accepted as basic metric for certification of subsonic jet
airplanes, propeller-driven airplanes over 8618kg and
helicopters over 3175kg. For propeller-driven airplanes
below 8618kg noise evaluation measure is maximum
A-weighted sound level, and for helicopters below
3175kg noise measure is SEL.
During the 1960s and 1970s have been developed a
number of multiple event metrics, based on previously
described single event metrics. As improvement of
CNR, on the mid of 1960s was introduced Noise
Exposure Forecast (NEF). Like the CNR, basic purpose
of NEF was estimation of community reaction to the
aircraft noise and there is strong correlation [3]
between CNR (L CNR ) and NEF (L NEF ):

LNEF ≈ LCNR + 70
Calculation of NEF is based on EPNL and data of
aircraft operation (i.e. number of daytime and nighttime
takeoffs and landing) for different classes of aircraft:

(

)

LNEF ( i , j ) = LEPN ( i , j ) + 10 log N d ( i , j ) + 16.67 N n( i , j ) − 88
(10)
where: i is the aircraft class, j is flight path, L NEF(i,j) is
the NEF for ith aircraft class flying along the jth flight
path, L EPN(i,j) is the EPNL at a given ground location
generated by ith aircraft class on the jth flight path, N d(i,j)
and N n(i,j) number of (d) day (07:00 to 22:00) and (n)
night (22:00 to 07:00) operation of the ith aircraft class
on the jth flight path, 16.67 is weighting factor for
nighttime operations and 88 is an constant.

L*den ≈ LNEF + 35
The calculation method is based on hourly noise levels
[3]:
Lhe ( j )
Lhn ( k )
  12 Lhd ( i ) (8)3
9
1
L*den = 10 lg   10 10 + 3 10 10 + 10 10 10
 24  i =1
j =1
k =1
 

∑

∑

∑

where: L hd(i) is hourly noise level for daytime
(07:00÷19:00), L he(j) is hourly noise level for evening
(19:00÷22:00) and L hn(k) is hourly noise level for
nighttime period (22:00÷07:00). Also CNEL can be
calculated on yearly basis in order to provide guidelines
for compatible land using.
Today, CNR and NEF are rarely used and have been
replaced by Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL).
Like CNEL, this DNL (L dn ) metric is based on Aweighted sound level over 24 hours, and there is highly
correlation between them:

Ldn ≈ L*den

(9)
DNL as a single number noise descriptor includes both:
the sound levels and number of noise events. The
characteristics of sound are measured with averaged Aweighted sound level during the given time period, and
DNL metric is improved by addition of adjustment
factor for the nighttime noise events.
Calculation of DNL can be accomplished by several
methods, and one of them is continuous time
integration [3]:

Ldn

L A (t )
L A ( t ) +10  
22:00
07 :00

1 
10

10
dt + ∫ 10 10 dt 
= 10 log

 86400  ∫
22:00
 07:00
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where: L A is instantaneous A-weighted sound level,
07:00 to 22:00 is the daytime interval, 22:00 to 07:00 is
the nighttime interval and 86400 is the number of
seconds in 24 hours.
Based on daily calculation of DNL, it can be computed
as a Yearly Day-Night Average Sound Level YDNL
(L dny ):

Ldny = 10 log

1 365
10
365 i =1

∑

Ldn ( i )
10

where: L dn(i) is the daily DNL for the ith day of the year.
By the YDNL, it is possible to estimate the long term
aircraft noise impact and determinate the cumulative
noise exposure around the airport. DNL is one of the
measures for community noise exposure recommended
by many agencies, and it is used by FAA as primary
measure in describing noise around the airport.
Certainly, with DNL the list of present aircraft noise
metric is not completed. That was "just one spoon of
alphabet soup of aircraft noise metrics" and there is no
consensus, which one is most proper and
comprehensive.

COMMONLY USED AIRCRAFT NOISE
METRICS

hours for night. The start of the day may be chosen by
the Member States, and a 07:00 hour is default start
time of the day.
Day-Evening-Night level (L den ) by content is very
similar with DNL (L dn ) and CNEL (L* den ), but there is
certain difference between them due to different
duration and weighting for the evening and night
period.
However, 2002/49/EC requirement
does not imply
(16)
suspension and exclusion of all other aircraft noise
metric in any Member State. There are many examples
of using additional indicators and list of commonly
used aircraft noise metrics in some of worldwide
countries is shown in following (Table 2).
Table 2. Commonly used aircraft noise metrics
Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
Finland

About two decades ago list of employed aircraft noise
metrics was very diverse between countries. Some of
them have used somewhat unusual aircraft noise
metrics, but in time situation in this area is slightly
changing.
There is few examples of European countries [7]: until
1990 in UK was used the Noise and Number Index
(NNI) when it is replaced by L Aeq , until February 2003
the Netherlands was used the Kosten Index (Ke) based
on L Amax , when it is replaced by L den , in France Psophic
Index (IP) based on PNL scale was used the until 2002
when it is replaced by L den , etc.
In European Community, problem of aircraft noise
metrics and traffic noise metrics at all, is clarified by
Environmental Noise Directive 2002/49/EC of the
European Parliament [8].
This Directive harmonizes previous situation, and
requires from all Member States to use Day-EveningNight level (L den ) for 24 hour period and night level
(L night ) metrics, for purpose of environmental noise
levels reporting and mapping. The L den is defined by
following relation [8]:

France

Lday
Levening + 5
Lnight +10 

1 

10
10
Lden = 10 lg 12 ⋅ 10
+ 4 ⋅ 10
+ 8 ⋅ 10 10 
24 



(17)
where: L day , L evening , L night are A-weighted long-term
average sound level over the day, evening, night period
of a year.
Period of 24 hours is divided in three different
intervals: 12 hours for day, 4 hours for evening and 8

Sweden

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Lithuania
Luxemburg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

Switzerland
UK
Ukraine
US
1Weighted

Aircraft Noise Metric
Australian NEF (ANEF), N 70
L den , L night
ago: Psophic Index (IP), now: DNL,
SEL
NEF
L den , L night
L den , L night
L den , L night , L de , L Aeq
L den , L night , L Aeq
ago: Psophic Index (IP) , now: L den ,
L night
ago: Störindex "Q" , now: L den ,
L night
ago: NEF , now: L den , L night
NEF
L den , L night , L Aeq , L Amax
L VA equivalent of L eq
ago: WECPNL1 , now: L eq based
metric
L den , L night
ago: Störindex "Q" , now: L den ,
L night
ago: Kosten Index, now: L den , L night
, L Aeq
DNL
Equivalent Aircraft Noise (EFN)
L den , L night
L den , L night
L den , L night
L den , L night
ago: NEF , now: L den , L night
ago: FBN , now: L den , L night , L day ,
L evening
hourly L eq
ago: NNI , now: L den , L night , L Aeq
L Aeq
DNL, CNEL

Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise Level
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Cumulative time
metrics
It is very important to emphasize that Environmental
Noise Directive 2002/49/EC foresees using of
supplementary noise indicators in some cases, such as
[8]:
• noise source operates only small proportion of time,
• the average number of noise events is very low,
• the low frequency content of noise is strong,
• needs for extra protection at the weekend, or
specific part of year, or day period, or evening
period,
• the noise has an impulsive character, etc.
Previously mentioned issues are subject of discussion
how to improve the ability of the aircraft noise impacts
prediction and the public understanding of the aircraft
noise metrics.

AIRCRAFT NOISE METRICS
CLASSIFICATION
Previously mentioned aircraft noise metrics by content
can be classified in several groups, based on different
criteria. At the aircraft noise metric definition level,
there are a several basic factors that determine noise
metric character, as:
• the sound level,
• the frequency or pitch of the sound,
• the duration of the sound,
• the number of noise events,
• the time of day (day-evening-night), etc.
Many of previously described aircraft noise metrics
aggregate these factors in one single value, and one
given metric at the same time can belong on different
classes of the aircraft noise metrics. One of commonly
used classification separate those according to the
criteria of single and multiple events, and the criteria of
energy dose and cumulative time metrics (Table 3).
Table 3. Aircraft noise metrics classification
Criteria
Single event maximum
sound levels
Single event energy
dose metrics

Cumulative energy
average metrics

Aircraft Noise Metrics
A-weighted sound level
D-weighted sound level
PNL
PNLT
EPNL
SEL
L Aeq
DNL
CNEL
NEF
L den
WECPNL
NNI
CNR

24h Time Above (TA)
Day-Evening-Night (TA)

In addition to these classes of aircraft noise metric,
there is another one with so called supplementary noise
metrics, as:
• Statistical Sound Level (L x ),
• Number Above (N 70 ),
• Person Event Index (PEI), etc.
These supplementary noise metrics are noise
descriptors with the basic purpose to improve public
understanding of the manner in which aircraft noise is
characterized [4].

SUPPLEMENTARY AIRCRAFT NOISE
METRICS
Today conventional aircraft noise metric are more often
under criticism, because there are some limitations of
cumulative energy average metrics, such as commonly
used L den or DNL metrics. These limitations are
connected with the concept itself of the DNL and L den
or any other averaged aircraft noise metric definition.
When using DNL to explain noise exposure to the
average citizen, a more typical response is "I don't hear
averages, I hear individual airplanes" [9].
There are a number of reasons of misunderstanding and
distrust by the public, and most important are:
• the quantity of noise exposure expressed in 24 hour
cumulative time weighted average level is outside
of common experience of noise, and cannot be
directly experienced by observation in the same
sense as the maximum sound level of a single noise
event [4], and
• by aggregating the different elements of the sound
into one single aircraft noise metric, identity of the
individual factors is lost, that perturbs
understanding of influence of specific elements
(maximum levels, frequency, duration, number of
noise events, etc.).
In addition to this, logarithmic relations and
manipulation in almost all aircraft noise metric are
indirect and non-intuitive for wider audiences. For
these reasons the certain set of noise indicators have
been considered as supplement to the usual
conventional noise metrics. Some of the supplemental
noise metrics that have been useful to the analysis of
aircraft noise exposure are:
• Time Above (TA): time of noise exposure during
the observation period at given locations, above
some preselected threshold of A-weighted sound
level [3],
• Statistical Sound Level (L x ): the A-weighted sound
level exceeded for x% of the measurement period
[7] at given location (common used are L 10 , L 50 and
L 90 ),
• Number of events Above a threshold level (NA):
the number of aircraft noise events above the
specified noise level for a given location and during
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a specific period of time, (in Australia is widely
used N 70 , i.e. the number of aircraft noise events
above 70dBA),
• Person Event Index (PEI), the total number of
instances where an individual is exposed to an
aircraft noise event above a specified noise level
over a given period [7]:

PEI ( x ) = ∑ PN ⋅ N
where: x is single event threshold noise level in dBA,
P N is number of persons exposed to N noise events
with noise level greater then x (the PEI is summed
between N min and N max ).
These noise descriptors give answers to simple
questions, as: "how long will it be this noisy during the
day" or "how many noisy aircraft can be heard
throughout the day". By treating aircraft noise through
the noise exposure time or total number in series of the
single noise events rather than as calculated cumulative
acoustic averages, a more understandable mental
picture of noise exposure is enabled.
It is important to emphasize that supplemental aircraft
noise metrics are not replacement for energy average
metrics. Also, these noise metrics can not increase
accuracy of noise impact prediction, but may improve a
public understanding of current noise environment and
changes of the aircraft noise impact.
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CONCLUSION
Today, different aircraft noise metrics are in using, and
many of these are mutually similar and based on same
concept of aggregation of the acoustics and the
psychoacoustics factors in to one single noise indicator.
There is no common stand for the most complete noise
metric that describes aircraft noise exposure.
Deficiency of a communication language in relation to
aircraft noise with the general public is stumbling block
to the effective noise management. Overcoming of this
problem can be achieved by using the other
supplemental aircraft noise metrics. By using of the
supplementary aircraft noise metrics and descriptive
discussion of the noise impacts, the confusing and
potentially misleading can be avoided.

VELIČINE ZA OCENJIVANJE BUKE VAZDUHOPLOVA
Ljubiša Vasov, Branimir Stojiljković, Olja Čokorilo, Petar Mirosavljević, Slobodan Gvozdenović
Rezime: Problem buke vazduhoplova je svakako jedan od faktora koji utiče ne samo na planiranje novih i razvoj
postojećih aerodroma, već i na vazduhoplovnu industriju u celini. U cilju ublažavanja ovog problema danas se
preduzima čitav niz različitih mera, čiji se efekti primene konačno ocenjuju preko odgovarajućih indeksa i
veličina za ocenjivanje buke vazduhoplova. U ovom radu je prikazan kratak hronološki pregled razvoja veličina
za ocenu buke vazduhoplova, kao i njihova klasifikaciju po različitim kriterijumima. Izvršena je analiza pojedinih
veličina za ocenu buke vazduhoplova, sa bližim osvrtom na njihove međusobne veze. Pored toga, posebna pažnja
je posvećena danas često korišćenim veličinama, njihovim prednostima i ograničenjima. Dat je prikaz i značenje
dopunskih i alternativnih veličina za ocenjivanje buke vazduhoplova, koje se danas predlažu i kao takve mogu biti
prihvaćene u široj javnosti.
Ključne reči: vazduhoplov, veličine za ocenu buke, klasifikacija.
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ANALYSIS OF NOISE ABATEMENT
MEASURES ON EUROPEAN AIRPORTS
Abstract: Air traffic noise is one of the major constraints of airport
development. Many airports recognized noise problem long ago and
have introduced a variety of measures to reduce its impact. The
number and types of the introduced measures differ between airports.
In order to determine the most influential factors for the introduction
of noise abatement measures in airport surroundings, the research
presented in this paper examined 248 European airports. By analyzing
the correlation of specific characteristics related to airports (number
of runways and aircraft operations, distance from the city and the
population of the city that it serves, gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita) and the number of introduced noise abatement measures, five
hypothesis were examined: the higher number of aircraft operations
causes the introduction of a higher number of noise abatement
measures (NAMs); the higher number of runways will affect the
introduction of a higher number of NAMs; airports that are closer to
the settlement will introduce a higher number of NAMs; the higher
population in the vicinity of the airport will affect the introduction of
higher number of NAMs; the higher GDP per capita will affect the
introduction of a higher number of NAMs. The results of analysis has
shown that number of NAMs introduced doesn’t have significant
functional relationship with observed factors, except in some certain
cases.
Key words: noise, european airports.

INTRODUCTION
Aircraft noise is considered as one of the most
influencing limiting factors of air traffic development,
especially airports. Due to increase of population in
cities and their territorial expansion, cities become
more closer to airports, which parallel with air traffic
growth, results in increase of number of people affected
by negative noise effect.
Various organizations at the global level discuss
possible solutions to the problem of air traffic noise. In
September 2001, within the Resolution A33-7 [1],
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has
presented the policies and programs based on the socalled "Balanced approach" of aircraft noise
management. In the guidelines for the application of a
"Balanced approach", ICAO has recognized the need
that the solution for noise problem should be discussed
separately at each airport in accordance with the
specific characteristics of the observed airport [2]. The
guidelines are general and do not require an accurate
and uniform application for all airports. However, the
same solution can be applied if similar noise problems
are identified at airports [2]. The Balanced Approach
recommends that noise policy should not target single
solutions but use any combination of solutions as the
most appropriate option to solve the causes of problems
[3] [4].

Many airports recognized noise problem long ago and
have introduced a variety of measures to reduce its
impact. Since 1999, Boeing maintains a database of
airports around the world that implemented measures to
reduce noise impacts [5]. The database contains basic
information about airports and description of noise
abatement measures implemented on specific airport.
Based on data from Boeing's database, Netjasov [3]
provides an overview of the measures implemented at
airports around the world showing their frequency and
diversity. Due to ever-increasing volume of air traffic
in the world, it was shown that the number of airports
that are facing the problem of noise is increasing and
that the number of airports that are introducing some
measures to manage noise is increasing [3].
Although there are similarities between airports that are
introducing some of the noise abatement measures, the
number and type of applied measures are very different
among them. In addition to all the previous knowledge
of the subject, the question that remains open is [3]:
what are the most influential factors for introduction of
certain measures? The aim of the research presented in
this paper is to analyze and show if the correlation
between number of noise abatement measures
introduced and specific characteristics related to
airports (factors) exist thus to answer this question.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
types of measures that airports are introduced in order

Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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to reduce noise impacts. Particular emphasis was
placed on noise abatement measures applied by the
airports in Europe. Section 3 explains the research
methodology, the main questions that motivated the
study, the starting point for research, as well as a
database based on which the survey was conducted. By
analyzing the correlation of specific characteristics
related to airports and the number of introduced noise
abatement measures (NAMs), based on data collected
for European airports, Section 4 provides the discussion
of results obtained. Section 5 contains conclusions and
future research directions.

NOISE ABATEMENT MEASURES
According to Boeing database, airports around the
world have introduced ten different noise abatement
measures so far [3] [5]:
1. Noise Abatement Procedures - referring to the
procedures, i.e. on the arrival and departure trajectories,
as well as recommended flying techniques.
2. Engine Run-Up Restrictions - referring to the
restrictions on the engine testing (usually the specific
facilities and location at the airports are intended for
that) and the use of ‘‘reverse thrust’’ in landing.
3. Preferential Runways - referring to the runways
predefined for arrivals and departures in case of
airports with multiple runways (if traffic, weather and
safety conditions permit).
4. Airport Curfews - referring to the time intervals in
which takeoff or landing are not allowed for some or all
types of aircraft (usually time intervals during the night
or weekend) and they can be changed seasonally
(summer, winter).
5. Noise Charges - referring to the additional charge to
airlines whose aircraft exceed the allowable values of
noise as well as additional charge to companies using
older types of aircraft (louder), where the amount of
charge can vary with the time of the day (e.g. more
expensive during the peak period) and the weight of the
aircraft (e.g. more expensive for the heavier aircraft).
6. APU Operating Restrictions - referring to the
prohibition of the APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) use
while the aircraft is on the ground and recommends the
use of fixed or mobile GPU (Ground Power Units).
7. Noise Level Limits - refers to the allowed noise
values in certain points of the noise monitoring system
(usually per operation), the excess which leads to
additional charges (or fines) applied to airlines.
8. ICAO Annex 16 Chapter 3/Chapter 2 Restrictions
- refers to the prohibition of flying for the aircraft that
are certified in accordance with Chapters 2 and 3 of
ICAO Annex 16, Volume 1.
9. Operating Quotas - refers to the limit of the number
of commercial operations at the annual or seasonal
(summer, winter) level as well as the limited number of
actual arrivals and departures during peak hours.

10. Noise Budget Restrictions - refers to the process
of giving the time interval for the landing and taking
off (slot allocation) in order to meet the defined criteria
(e.g. the annual number of operations) and approved
overall noise level (noise total volume).
Analyzing Boeing's database it was found that 603
airports applied some of the NAMs in the year 2009. In
2010, the number of airports increased to 630.
In this paper, a special emphasis was given on NAMs
that European airports applied. According to Boeing's
database, the number of European airports that applied
some of the NAMs was 231 in 2009 and 246 in 2010.
Distribution of number of NAMs introduced per airport
in Europe for years 2009 and 2010 is shown on figure
1.
From the figure 1 it can be seen that in both years,
roughly 60% of airports are introducing one to four
NAMs and 25% five to six NAMs. Only 1% of the
observed airports have implemented all ten analyzed
measures.

Figure 1 Distribution of number of NAMs introduced
per airport in Europe for years 2009 and 2010 (based
on date from [5])
Comparison of frequency of NAMs (ten previously
mentioned) at European airports in years 2009 and
2010 is given in figure 2. The most common measures
applied are Noise Abatement Procedures followed by
Engine Run-Up Restrictions. Only seven airports have
applied Noise Budget Restrictions.

Figur 2 Distribution of number of airports in Europe
that introduced certain noise reduction measures in
years 2009 and 2010 (based on date from [5])
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Number of introduced NAMs significantly differs
among airports. In order to analyze characteristics of
airports or their surroundings that are leading to
different resolution of noise problem, first step in this
research was to determine potential measurable factors
that are presumed to have influence on introduction of
NAMs.

Research starting point
Netjasov [3] stated that intuitively it is expected that
airports with more aircraft operations (landings and
take-offs), higher percentage of heavier aircraft in the
fleet mix, closer to the settlements, greater population
densities surrounding it, will implement more
measures. However, in many cases, it seems that
reasons for noise measure introduction are somewhat
different [3]. Some of the reasons may be regulations
concerning noise, citizen complaints or level of
awareness of environmental protection.
To what extent will the airport surroundings be exposed
to noise depends on many factors, and the most
important are [6]:
• airport characteristics (number of takeoffs and
landings, the distribution of traffic throughout the
day and night, etc),
• fleet mix (types of aircraft that are using the
airport),
• shape and characteristics of departure and arrival
procedures, and
• airport location (topography).
Fleet mix, shape and characteristics of departure and
arrival procedures, and airport location have a major
impact on the creation and propagation of noise.
However, in this study, they have not been taken into
account because of the unavailability of operational
data for a large number of the observed airports and the
fact that procedure usage depends on current day
meteorological and/or traffic situation.
It is necessary to consider distance from the airport to
the city, because settlements closer to the airports are
more exposed to noise. Airports with more runways
have more options for designing different procedures
for takeoff and landing in order to reduce noise and
because of that, it is decided to consider the impact of
number of runways on introduction of NAMs.
Comprehensive analysis of legislation was not
conducted in this paper, but the impact of one EU
directive on introduction of NAMs was shown. Number
of citizen complaints on noise was not considered in
this paper because for most airports data do not exist or
are not found in the available databases. GDP per
capita is used as a measure of level of awareness of
environmental protection. The assumption in this paper
is that developed countries, which have a higher GDP
per capita, are more concerned about the negative
impact of noise than less developed countries.

From all of the assumed factors, for further analysis,
the following have been adopted:
• number of aircraft operations (take-offs and
landings) on the airport,
• number of airport runways,
• distance from airport to the settlement,
• population in the vicinity of the airport,
• GDP per capita of the country where the airport is
located.
Based on the presented research starting points,
hypothesis that will be examined in this study are the
following:
1. The higher number of airport operations causes the
introduction of a higher number of NAMs.
2. The higher number of runways will affect the
introduction of a higher number of NAMs;
3. Airports that are closer to the settlement will
introduce a higher number of NAMs;
4. The higher population in the vicinity of the airport
will affect the introduction of higher number of NAMs;
5. The higher GDP per capita will affect the
introduction of a higher number of NAMs.

Design of database
To determine functional relationship between proposed
factors and number of NAMs, it is primarily necessary
to collect data about these factors for each airport that
has applied at least one of the NAMs.
The basis for this research was Boeing's database of
airports that implemented NAMs [5]. The research was
conducted on the data set for years 2009 and 2010.
The data about the number of applied NAMs and
number of runways for each observed airport were
obtained from Boeing's database [5] (grass runways
were excluded). Number of aircraft operations is taken
from EUROCONTROL’s STATFOR Interactive
Dashboard [7]. STATFOR database takes into account
only IFR flights. GDP per capita (in dollars) for every
country was taken from World Bank website
(http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
NY.GDP.PCAP.CD) .
For the purposes of this research, proximity to the
settlement was defined as distance from airport to
center of a city that airport serves. For most airports,
the data about distance to city center and cities that
airport serves, was taken from Wikipedia. For some
airports, website www.distance.to was used for
estimation of distance to the city center. For airports
serving several cities, the average distance from the
cities was calculated according to the following
formula:
d avg = (

n

∑
i =1

d i ⋅ Pi ) /

n

∑ Pi

(1)

i =1

where: d avg is average distance from the cities, d i is
distance from city i to the airport, P i is population in
city i, n is number of cities.
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Since the distance from the noise source limits impact
of noise, the following assumption was made: the
impact of noise on residents near the airport is only
relevant in the radius of 20 km from the airport.
However, since this assumption can significantly affect
the result of the research, in the first case, all the cities
that airports serve are taken into account, while the
second case takes into account only cities that are
located within a radius of 20 km from the airport. This
principal was applied only with airports that serve
several cities. For airports that serve only one city, the
distance from the city center was taken, regardless of
the fact that city is located in the radius of 20 km from
the airport. Collecting data about city population was
carried out from two sources. For most cities, the data
about population was taken from EUROSTAT, and for
some of them that were not available, the data was
taken from Wikipedia.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In order to examine the five above-mentioned
hypotheses, the correlation between the proposed
factors and the number of NAMs was determined,
based on the collected data.
For the same set of data, for the average distance from
airport to the city centre and city population, two cases
were considered, depending on whether they take into
account all or only cities that are located within a radius
of 20 km from the airport. The results of statistical
analysis for year 2010 are shown in Table 1. Statistical
indicators that were analyzed are the correlation and
determination coefficients, as well as statistical
significance.

Table 1. Results of statistical analysis for year 2010

Independent
variable

Number of aircraft operations (in thousands)
Number of airport runways
All cities
Average
distance
Within 20 km
All cities
Population
(in thousands)
Within 20 km
GDP per capita (in thousands)

Functional relationship between the dependent variable
number of NAMs and two independent variables (the
number of aircraft operations and the average distance
from airport to the city) is given in figure 3. From the
figure 3, large dispersion can be seen, which is also
characteristic for the other independent variables. For
the majority of independent variables, positive
dependence is found, which is in accordance with all of
the hypotheses, except in the case of distance. From the
figure 3, it can be seen that with the increase of the

Correlation
(Dependent variable - Number of NAMs)
Pearson correlation
Coefficient of
Sig.
coefficient (r)
determination (r2)
(1-tailed)
0.503
0.253
0.000
0.352
0.124
0.000
0.173
0.030
0.003
0.144
0.021
0.012
0.261
0.068
0.000
0.238
0.057
0.000
0.183
0.034
0.002

average distance, the number of implemented NAMs
also increases, which contradicts the hypothesis
regarding distance.
The highest coefficient of determination, but still
insignificant, was obtained for the number of aircraft
operations (R2=0.253), while for the number of
runways it was 0.124, which can be seen from table 1.
For the other independent variable, the coefficient of
determination was less than 0.07.

Figure 3 Correlation between number of NAMs introduced and specific characteristics
related to airports (year 2010)
4.1. Multiple linear regression
In order to examine correlation between all five
proposed factors and the number of introduced NAMs,
backwards multiple linear regression was conducted. In

the first step, five independent variables entered the
model:
• number of aircraft operations (in thousands)
• number of airport runways,
• average distance: all cities (in km),
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• city population (in thousands),
• GDP per capita (in thousands).
As a final result of multiple linear regression, only the
number of aircraft operations and GDP per capita
showed statistical significance. The correlation
coefficient with the dependent variable (the number of
NAMs) was 0.531, indicating a moderate functional
relationship between these variables. The coefficient of
determination was 0.282, which means that the number
of aircraft operations and the GDP per capita explains
28% of variability of the dependent variable number of
NAMs.
Linear regression based on strategic noise
maps data
In 2002, the European Parliament and Council adopted
Directive 2002/49/EC relating to the assessment and
management of environmental noise, which among
other things, requires the development of strategic
noise maps and action plans for airports with over
50,000 takeoffs and landings per year, in order to
reduce the environmental noise. Strategic noise
mapping is defined as the presentation of data on an
existing or predicted noise situation in terms of a noise
indicator, indicating breaches of any relevant limit
value in force, the number of people affected in a
certain area, or the number of dwellings exposed to
certain values of a noise indicator in a certain area [8].
In this paper, an additional analysis was conducted
based on data from available strategic noise maps for
73 European airports. Unlike average distance and city
population, which were used in previous analyzes, the
number of people exposed to different bands of noise

indicators L den and L night was used in this analysis. For
noise indicators L den , the number of people outside
agglomerations and including agglomerations is shown
in the noise bands by 5 dB steps, starting from 55dB.
For noise indicators L night , only the number of people
outside agglomerations is shown, in the noise bands by
5 dB steps, starting from 50 dB.
As in previous analyzes, dependent variable was
number of NAMs, and 16 independent variables were
analyzed. The correlation between the independent
variables and the number of NAMs in year 2009 was
determined through linear regression analysis (Table
2). Pearson correlation coefficient shown in Table 2
take values between -0.11 and 0.28, and indicates that
the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables is very weak, almost nonexistent. For three independent variables, negative
correlation was shown. That is because for most
airports, the number of people exposed to noise bands
over 75 dB for L den and over 70 dB for L night equal to
zero (these values correspond to the noise close to the
runway) and a few airports that have this value above
zero, applied the number of NAMs under the average.
Most of the independent variables did not show
statistical significance. The number of people exposed
to noise bands over 55 dB, over 65 dB and total number
of people for L den including agglomerations, are three
independent variables that showed statistical
significance. However, correlation coefficient for these
three variables is around 0.28, indicating that the
correlation between variables is not significant, while
the coefficient of determination is little less than 8%.

Table 2. Results of statistical analysis (regarding strategic noise maps)
Correlation
Dependent variable (Number of NAMs)

Independent
variable
(Population)

Outside
agglomerations

Including
agglomerations

55-59 L den
60-64 L den
65-69 L den
70-74 L den
> 75 L den
total L den
50-54 L night
55-59 L night
60-64 L night
65-69 L night
> 70 L night
total L night
> 55 L den
> 65 L den
> 75 L den
total L den

Pearson correlation
coefficient (r)

Coefficient of
determination (r2)

Sig.
(1-tailed)

0.152
0.074
0.057
0.055
-0.091
0.122
0.132
0.128
0.012
-0.065
-0.111
0.130
0.281
0.280
0.141
0.278

0.023
0.005
0.003
0.003
0.008
0.015
0.018
0.016
0.000
0.004
0.012
0.017
0.079
0.078
0.020
0.077

0.102
0.269
0.317
0.322
0.223
0.152
0.135
0.142
0.461
0.293
0.177
0.137
0.009
0.009
0.122
0.009

Cluster analysis

Number of aircraft operations clusters

For the purpose of grouping and detailed analysis, the
observed airports are divided into smaller sets that have
similar characteristics.

Distribution of the number of European airports that are
grouped according to the number of aircraft operations
in the classes of 50,000 operations is shown on figure
4.
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Figure 4 Clustering European airports according to
the number of aircraft operations (year 2010)
From the figure 4 it can be seen that the largest number
of airports have up to 50,000 operations, while only
seven of the 246 airports have over 300,000 aircraft
operations.
The observed airports are divided into three clusters.
The first cluster makes 170 airports with up to 50,000
aircraft operations. The second cluster includes 33
airports that have between 50 and 100 thousand
operations, while 43 airports with over 100 thousand
operations makes the third cluster.
For each cluster, an analysis was conducted in order to
determine the correlation between the number of
NAMs and the number of aircraft operations for
airports in the observed cluster. Scatter chart for the
variables number of NAMs and the number of aircraft
operations for airports belonging to the first cluster (up
to 50,000 aircraft operations) is shown on figure 5.

while 23 airports with a GDP per capita over 50
thousand of dollars makes the third cluster.
For each cluster, an analysis was conducted in order to
determine the correlation between the number of
NAMs and the GDP per capita for airports in the
observed cluster. As for clustering according to the
number of aircraft operations, similar results were
obtained for all GDP per capita clusters. For this
reason, only analysis for airports that belong to second
cluster will be described here.

Figure 6 Clustering European airports according to
GDP per capita (year 2010)
Scatter chart for the variables number of NAMs and the
GDP per capita for airports belonging to the second
cluster (between 30 and 50 thousand of dollars) is
shown on figure 7.

Figure 5 Number of implemented NAMs as a function
of number of aircraft operations
(up to 50000, year 2010)

Figure 7 Number of implemented NAMs as a function
of GDP per capita (30000-50000$, year 2010)

From figure 5 it can be seen that positive dependence is
obtained. The coefficient of determination is 0.081,
indicating that the correlation between variables is not
significant. Similar results were obtained for airports in
the second and third cluster.

From figure 7 it can be seen that negative dependence
is obtained, which contradicts the hypothesis that the
higher GDP per capita will affect the introduction of a
higher number of NAMs. The coefficient of
determination is less than 1%, indicating that the
correlation between variables is not significant.

GDP per capita clusters
The observed sample is divided into clusters based on
GDP per capita. Distribution of airports that are
grouped according to GDP per capita in the classes of
10 thousand of dollars is shown on figure 6. It can be
seen that the largest number of airports is located in
countries that have a GDP per capita between 30 and
50 thousand of dollars.
The observed sample is divided into three clusters. The
first cluster makes 62 airports that are located in
countries with a GDP per capita up to 30 thousand of
dollars. The second cluster includes 161 airport with a
GDP per capita between 30 and 50 thousand of dollars,

Clustering according to number of
introduced NAMs
All airports within the sample can be grouped
according to the number of applied NAMs in order to
conduct detailed analysis and search for their common
characteristics. Since the number of aircraft operations
and GDP per capita are only two variables that showed
any statistical significance in relation to the number of
applied NAMs within the multiple linear regression
analysis, further work will show the relationship of
these two variables for airports with the same number
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of NAMs. Clustering according to number of
introduced NAMs is shown in table 3.
For each group of airports, minimum and maximum
values of number of aircraft operations and the GDP
per capita are given and the percentage of airports that
have applied certain NAMs.
Measures that were mainly applied by airports in each
group are marked blue. For example, of all airports that
have applied only one measure in 2010, 72% of them
have implemented a Noise Abatement Procedures
(NAP). In case of airports that have applied eight

NAMs, each of them have applied Airport Curfews and
Noise Abatement Procedures, while 92% of them
applied the Operating Quotas, Engine Run-Up
Restrictions and ICAO Annex 16 Chapter 3/Chapter 2
Restrictions. Due to the large overlap of ranges, it
cannot be argued with great accuracy how much NAMs
the airport should introduced on the basis of the
number of aircraft operations at the airport and the
GDP per capita of the country in which the airport is
located.

Table 3 The distribution of the number of NAMs on airports in Europe in 2010
No. of
NAMs
2010
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

No. of
airports
46
34
30
41
32
28
17
12
4
2

No. of
No. of
operations operations
(minimum) (maximum)
6
145043
1624
97678
1105
159109
856
329343
794
214990
1145
500325
2271
433836
22721
464275
92683
455320
158162
218776

Min
GDP

Max
GDP

APU

Curfew

NAP

Noise
Budget

Noise
Charges

Noise
Limits

Pref
Rwys

Quota

Run-Ups

Stg3-Ch3
Rest

1632
2974
5843
6335
7670
7670
29863
21382
18867
36703

86156
86156
86156
56486
70370
102009
86156
56486
46468
42960

0%
3%
40%
46%
59%
71%
71%
83%
100%
100%

7%
12%
43%
56%
81%
86%
88%
100%
100%
100%

72%
82%
70%
98%
88%
96%
100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
12%
17%
25%
100%

4%
35%
30%
32%
56%
71%
82%
67%
100%
100%

2%
0%
0%
20%
31%
54%
35%
83%
100%
100%

7%
26%
37%
59%
66%
68%
82%
75%
100%
100%

0%
0%
3%
7%
19%
14%
53%
92%
75%
100%

9%
41%
77%
78%
78%
89%
100%
92%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
5%
22%
50%
76%
92%
100%
100%

From the table 3 it can be seen that there are airports
that have introduced only one NAMs, but have twice
the GDP per capita of the airports that have introduced
ten NAMs. Similarly, there are airports that have
introduced three NAMs, but have more than 250,000
aircraft operations, while certain airports with less than
25,000 aircraft operations have introduce eight NAMs.
These differences indicate the existence of additional
factors that, together with the initial two have influence
on the introduction of NAMs. This is confirmed in the
results of multiple linear regression analysis, which
indicated that the number of aircraft operations and the
GDP per capita explains only 25% of variability of the
dependent variable number of NAMs.
Clustering by country
In this analysis, observed airports are grouped
according to the country where they are located. In
order to analyze influence of GDP per capita on
number of NAMs per country, the number of
implemented measures for each airport is not
considered separately, but as the average value on
country level.
Impact of GDP per capita on the average number of
applied NAMs by European countries in 2010 is shown
on figure 8.

Figure 8 Average number of applied measures by
country as a function of GDP per capita (year 2010)
Figure 8 shows linear dependence between variables.
Coefficient of determination was 17%, indicating that
the correlation between variables is not significant.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the impact of GDP per
capita is much higher when the number of implemented
measures is considered as the average value at the state
level, in comparison with 3% coefficient of
determination when the number of NAMs is considered
separately for each airport.
The influences of the number of aircraft operations on
the number of implemented measures for airports
grouped by countries were also tested in this research.
Due to the sample size, only countries with more than
ten airports in the sample were analyzed and they are
United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Spain and
Sweden. The results of analyzes for year 2010 are
given in table 4.
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Table 4. Correlation between number of aircraft
operations and number of applied NAMs by country
Country

Pearson
Coefficient of
No. of No. of
correlation
determination
measures airports
coefficient (r)
(r2)

UK

193

37

0.512

0.262

Germany

126

29

0.607

0.368

France

101

25

0.517

0.267

Italy

82

24

0.453

0.205

Spain

57

20

0.848

0.719

Sweden

64

17

0.559

0.313

From table 4 it can be seen that functional relationship
between number of aircraft operations and number of
NAMs is the largest for airports in Germany and Spain.
Correlation between number of aircraft operations and
the number of applied NAMs for airports in Germany
for year 2010 is shown on figure 9. Positive
dependence is obtained. The coefficient of
determination (R2 1 =0.368) obtained from this cluster
analysis is greater than the coefficient of determination
obtained on the basis of linear dependence tested on the
entire sample (R2 2 =0.253), which was previously
presented in the paper.

Figure 9 Correlation between number of aircraft
operations and the number of applied NAMs for
airports in Germany

Clustering regarding noise monitoring
Another analysis was conducted in this research. The
aim was to determine the effect of Directive
2002/49/EC on the implementation of certain NAMs,
since this directive also requires that all airports with
over 50,000 aircraft operations per year have to
introduce a noise monitoring system.
The analysis was based on assumption that most
airports that have introduced a noise monitoring system
(due to legal obligations or voluntary) will use this
system to apply specific NAMs, such as Noise Level
Limits or Noise Charges. Both measures include
establishment of allowed noise values in certain points
of the noise monitoring system (usually per operation)
whose exceeding leads to additional charges (or fines)
applied to airlines.
The second assumption was that the percentage of nonEU airports with over 50,000 aircraft operations, which
applied the two aforementioned NAMs, would be much
lower compared to airports located in the European
Union, due to the lack of legal requirements for the
introduction of noise monitoring system. This could to
some extent, prove the impact of regulation on the
introduction of NAMs.
The number and percentage of European airports with
over 50,000 aircraft operations, which applied specific
NAMs in 2010 is shown in table 5. Airports were
grouped according to whether they were in the
European Union or not.
From table 5 it can be seen that in 2010, 73% of EU
airports has implemented Noise Charges, while 45% of
them have applied Noise Level Limits. From all of the
non-EU airports with more than 50,000 aircraft
operations, 30% of them have applied two
aforementioned NAMs.
From the results shown, in the case of Noise Charges it
can be seen a clear difference between the airports
which were located in the European Union and other
European airports. The reason for that may be different
regulation, but it is necessary to analyze the influence
of other factors.
Table 5. Clustering regarding noise monitoring, [5]

Measures in Year 2010

Figure 10 Correlation between number of aircraft
operations and the number of applied NAMs for
airports in Spain
Much greater difference was observed for airports in
Spain (Figure 10). The coefficient of determination
was around 72%, indicating a very good correlation
between the number of aircraft operations and the
number of NAMs implemented at airports in Spain.

APU Operating Restrictions
Airport Curfews
Engine Run-Up Restrictions
Noise Abatement Procedures
Noise Budget Restrictions
Noise Level Limits
Noise Charges
Operating Quotas
Preferential Runways
ICAO Annex 16 Chapter
3/Chapter 2 Restrictions
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EU
(66 airports
with more
than 50000
aircraft
operations)
37
56%
48
73%
61
92%
63
95%
5
8%
30
45%
48
73%
17
26%
42
64%

Non EU
(10 airports
with more
than 50000
aircraft
operations)
5
50%
4
40%
8
80%
10 100%
0
0%
3
30%
3
30%
1
10%
6
60%

30

2

45%

20%
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CONCLUSION
Analysis of noise abatement measures, presented in this
paper has shown functional relationship between the
observed factors and the number of NAMs introduced
at European airports. The research was conducted
based on data from Boeing’s database for years 2009
and 2010 for 248 European airports. For each airport,
data on number of runways and aircraft operations,
distance from the city and the population of the city
that it serves, GDP per capita of the state in which
airport is and the number of introduced NAMs were
collected.
Examination of initial hypotheses was performed by
testing the correlation between the five proposed
factors and the number of introduced NAMs.
Linear regression analysis has shown that all the
independent variables are statistically significant, but
their association with the dependent variable is weak or
almost nonexistent. Only the number of aircraft
operations showed a moderate correlation with the
number of NAMs, with coefficient of determination of
25%.
Using the backwards multiple linear regression, only
the number of aircraft operations and the GDP per
capita showed statistical significance, which explains
about 28% of the variability of the dependent variable
number of NAMs. Based on the obtained results it can
be concluded that initial hypotheses were not
confirmed.
Based on the information from strategic noise maps for
73 European airports, the correlation between the
number of people exposed to different bands of noise
indicators L den and L night with a number of NAMs
introduced at the airport were analyzed. Also in this
case, significant functional relationship between the
tested variables was not found.
For the purpose of detailed analysis of introduced
NAMs, the observed airports are grouped into specific
clusters.
In the case of clustering according to number of aircraft
operations, GDP per capita and number of NAMs,
correlation coefficients obtained indicated a weaker
relationship between variables in the clusters compared
to the relationship within the whole sample.
Clustering by country has shown that correlation
between average number of applied measures and GDP
per capita for each country is not significant, but is
much higher in comparison when the number of NAMs
is considered separately for each airport. Correlation
between number of aircraft operations and number of
NAMs for airports in the same country has shown that
coefficient of determinations are much higher than
those obtained for the whole sample, which shows that
at the state level there is a higher correlation between
the observed variables. In case of airports in Spain,
obtained results indicate that the number of aircraft
operations explains 72% of the variability of the
dependent variable number of NAMs.

Based on available data, additional analyzes was
carried out in order to determine the impact of
regulation on the implementation of certain NAMs. The
results showed that in 2010, 73% of the airport in the
European Union, which has over 50,000 aircraft
operations applied Noise Charges on the basis of a
noise monitoring system, compared to 30% of the nonEU airport. The reason for this may be the Directive
2002/49/EC, but it is necessary to analyze the influence
of other factors.
In addition to analyzes described above, there are
several ways to improve the conducted research. As
each measure requires the involvement of some
resources, analysis of the impact of the necessary
resources for introduction of NAMs on the number of
introduced NAMs may be the subject of future
research. Comprehensive analysis of legislation and its
impact on the introduction of NAMs is also planned.
Analysis of the sequence of introduction of NAMs
based on Boeing’s database for the period 1999-2010
may be useful for better understanding of this subject
and may answer the question does airports follow a
certain sequence of introduction of NAMs.
Based on this research, it was concluded that it is better
to pay particular attention to each measure separately,
because of its specificity. This means that future studies
should focus on answering the question why airports
are introducing certain measure at a certain point rather
than to observe measures together.
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ANALIZA MERA ZA SMANJENJE UTICAJA BUKE EVROPSKIH
AERODROMA
Emir Ganić, Feđa Netjasov, Obrad Babić
Rezime: Buka vazdušnog saobraćaja trenutno predstavlja jedno od glavnih ograničenja njegovog razvoja, a
naročito aerodroma. Mnogi aerodromi su odavno prepoznali problem buke i uveli različite mere za smanjenje
njenog uticaja. Broj i vrste uvedenih mera se razlikuju među aerodromima. U cilju određivanja najuticajnijih
faktora za uvođenje mera za smanjenje uticaja buke u okolini aerodroma, u ovom radu su prikazani rezultati
istraživanja na uzorku od 248 aerodroma u Evropi. Analizom korelacije određenih karakteristika vazanih za
aerodrome (broj poletno-sletnih staza, broj operacija poletanja i sletanja, udaljenost od grada koji opslužuje, broj
stanovnika grada koji opslužuje, bruto domaći proizvod (BDP) po glavi stanovnika države u kojoj se nalazi) i
broja uvedenih mera za smanjenje uticaja buke, testirano je pet hipoteza: veći broj operacija na aerodromu
uslovljava uvođenje većeg broja mera za smanjenje uticaja buke; veći broj PSS će uticati na uvođenje većeg broja
mera za smanjenje uticaja buke; aerodromi koji su bliži naselju će uvoditi veći broj mera za smanjenje uticaja
buke; veći broj stanovnika u blizini aerodroma će uticati na uvođenje većeg broja mera za smanjenje uticaja
buke; veći BDP po glavi stanovnika će uticati na uvođenje većeg broja mera za smanjenje uticaja buke. Rezultati
testiranja su pokazali da broj mera za smanjenje uticaja buke nema značajnu funkcionalnu vezu sa posmatranim
faktorima, osim u pojedinim razmatranim slučajevima.
Ključne reči: mere za smanjenje uticaja buke, aerodromi.
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NOISE IN THE TOURIST RESORT AN ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM OR
LUXURY THAT FOLLOWS
EVERYDAY LIFE
Abstract: In developed countries citizens clearly recognize problem
with exessive noise as factor that negatively affects population health.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in our country where this problem is
especially pronounced in the coastal region during summer seasons. In
order to verify these claims in practice, recordings of environmental
noise levels were carried out in the tourist settlement Donja Lastva
within the Tivat municipality. The measurement results indicate the
presence of environmental noise in the tourist settlement Donja Lastva.
Deviations observed in both summer and winter period, classify
enviromental noise in a group of pollutants that significantly affect the
lives and health of people. Exceeding of the allowed values also
indicate the presence of problems that could endanger future
generations.
Key words: noise, environmental problem.

INTRODUCTION
Compared with other environmental factors, there is
little understanding regarding the control of communal
noise, and it is not considered as one of the priorities to
be addressed in order to protect the environment and
health. Insufficient knowledge about effects of noise on
human life, health and the environment can be
specified as a reason, particularly when exposure to
noise lasts for an extensive period of time. This is
particularly evident in developing countries where
institutions responsible for dealing with noise problems
considered communal noise as "luxury” that follows
everyday life. In developed countries, citizens clearly
recognize the problem and point to the noise as the
main factor that negatively affects entire population.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in Montenegro where
noise problem is prominent in the coastal region,
especially during the peak of tourist season. In order to
verify these claims in practice, recordings of
environmental noise levels were carried out in the
tourist resort Donja Lastva within the Tivat
municipality. Following noise sources have been
identified: road traffic noise taking place along the
Adriatic highway and local traffic routes close to the
coast, air traffic noise connected with Tivat airport,
noise caused by loud music from tourist and hospitality
facilities, from floating facilities, noise created by air
conditioners and noise due to the presence of large
number of people.

several "small moles" and small beaches are located.
Four positions characterized with different noise
sources were selected to perform the experiment
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Satellite image of settlement with
measurement points (marked with stars)

METHODOLOGY

First selected position (position 1) is located close to
the local road and in front of the church "St. Roch".
Nearby is located riva which brings together a large
number of bathers and which also serves as a dock.
Noise sources originate from motor vehicles,
motorcycles, boats, ships and bathers.

Tourist settlement Donja Lastva extends close to the
shore. In the area from the the church "St. Roch" to
playground "Zog" series of stone houses, waterfront,

Second measurement position (position 2) is also next
to the the road in front of a local cafe bar "Mar-Mar".
This position was selected in order to determine impact

Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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of noise generated by the guests, the music program
emitted in cafe, as well as traffic taking place on local
roads.
The third position (position 3) is right in front of a
residential building, which is located along the street
equipped with airconditioning system. This position
was selected in order to determine noise emitted by
vehicles and air conditioning system.
The fourth measurement position (position 4) is located
right next to road in front of the former cafe "Donja
Lastva" and a small beach. Presence of a large number
of people during the summer months is typical for this
position, as well as the presence of "urban canyon"
(two buildings separated by streets, which ensures the
propagation of sound without significant reduction of
of energy that is otherwise characteristic when rangedistance increases in relation to the noise source ).

RESULTS
Analysis of the obtained results will determine whether
equivalent noise levels on the selected measurement
points exceed the allowable limits for exposure to
environmental noise, as well as causes of excessive
noise. Measuring instrument performs a statistical
analysis of noise levels. Measured noise levels are
grouped in classes width 0.2 db. Based on the data for
equivalent noise levels, percentile levels, the
distribution of noise and the cumulative distribution are
determined (Figure 2). At the same time, the instrument
performs a parallel real-time analysis of the defined
bandwidth. Measurement parameters were determined
from a sample of variable noise in all frequency bands
with a defined bandwidth and center frequency (Figure
3).
CrkvaZ-23h

[%]

Data on noise generated by the people, the traffic, and
the effect of increasing the level of noise due to the
"urban canyon" were collected at this position. Sound
levels were measured using precise modular analyser
(Brüel and Kjær, type 2250, meets IEC 6160804). In
accordance with the ISO 1996 standard, the measuring
instrument is set to be on the minimum distance of
1.5m from any reflective surface and the height of
1.2m from the ground. Selecting of measurement
interval is observed by Article 6 in Rulebook of
measurement methods and instruments to be met by the
organization to measure the noise[1]. According to this
Rulebook, changeable noise levels are measured in
three intervals during the day (06h-22h) and two
intervals during the night (22h-06h). Minimum
duration of the measurement interval is 15 minutes.
The first measurement interval was from 07:00 h
07:15 h.
The second measurement interval was from 11:00 h
11:15 h.
The third measurement interval was from 18:00 h
18:15 h.
The fourth measurement interval was from 23:00 h
23:15 h.
The fifth measurement interval was from 01:00 h
01:15 h.
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Values of environment noise level are normatively
regulated (2), so that noise levels in residential areas
must not exceed the permissible value for a particular
residential zone. In this case, residential area is
classified in zone V, where the equivalent noise level
limit shall not exceed a value of 60 dB for daytime and
evening period, while during night time, equivalent
noise level must not exceed 50dB. Characteristics of
climatic conditions during the measurement process are
clear and quiet weather (air speed ≤ 5 m/s), temperature
varied in the range 13-320C, air pressure was in the
range 880-1020mbar, and humidity of 59-93 %.
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Figure 3 Frequency analysis diagram of noise levels
Analysis of results of measurements performed in
winter season
During January 2014 the measurement of noise levels
were conducted on four selected measurement ositions
in five different measurement terms lasting 15 minutes.
Measurement results for all measurement positions
show a table (Table 1).
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Table 1. Measurement results of noise levels in winter
season for all four positions in five terms
TERM

Poz. 1
L Aeq[dB]

Poz. 2
L Aeq[dB]

Poz. 3
L Aeq[dB]

Poz. 4
L Aeq[dB]

Allowed
L Aeq[dB]

56

48

59

51

60

55

44

55

52

60

51

55

57

72

60

57

59

52

62

50

50

51

49

51

50

TERM
1
TERM
2
TERM
3
TERM
4
TERM
5

Table 1 shows that exceedences in relation to he
allowable value of equivalent noise levels for day and
evening hours were not recorded at three selected
positions. The exception is the result for the position 4
in the term 3, where equivalent noise level was Leq =
72dB. Deviation from the allowed value is 12 dB, and
there is a need for more detailed analysis. From the
diagram (Figure 4), it is evident the presence of a sound
event in which level of equivalent noise amounts to
Leq = 85.1dB.

Figure 5. Frequency analysis diagram of sound events
with Leq = 85dB

The diagram shows that the highest values recorded
Leq that varies between 1.5kHz to 3KHz, ie. at higher
frequencies. Given the duration of the event, it can not
be characterized as an impulse event. Therefore, this
event for its duration, frequency characteristics and of
equivalent level of generated noise, refers to traffic
noise, ie. noise from motorcycles. [3] Therefore is
considered that passing of the motorcycle on road that
is located right next to measuring point, caused more
noise pollution. Given the level of the recorded noise of
85,1 dB, it was probably a motorcycle that passed at a
speed greater than 50km/h or had been damaged / with
revised exhaust system [4].
Differences that were recorded in night hours were in
the range from 2 dB to 12 dB. As the main sources of
noise there have been identified vehicles running local
road and two external air conditioning units that were
activated during recording.
Analysis of results of measurements performed in
summer season
Noise levels measurements during the summer season
were made in the period from 15-18.7.2014. for all four
measurement positions. In period 31.7-1.08.2011
measurement were at Position 1 and Position 4 in all
terms, in order to check the noise level in the peak of
tourist season on places where large number of bathers
is gathered. Measurements for all positions are
presented (Table 2).
Table 2. Measurement results of noise levels in
summer season for all four positions in five positions

Figure 4. Leq change for the position 4 in the term 3
Diagram (Figure 4) shows that over time of recording
level of the noise was in the range from 40-60 dB, ie.
within the allowed limits. Therefore single event has
caused the equivalent noise level for the whole period
of recording to raise and cross the permitted value of 12
dB. To determine the characteristics of this event, a
diagram of frequency analysis was analyzed (Figure 5).
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Table 2 showed that in daily terms (Term 1, Term 2,
Term 3) recorded values exceeding the allowable
values at all four elected positions. Exceedings are
somewhere in range between 3 dB to 21 dB. In order to
determine the causes of these exceedings, diagrams of
the equivalent noise level changes during the
measurement period were analyzed. As an example, we
can present considering the value of a position for
Term 3, designated as the place where it gathers a large
number of swimmers and boats dock. The diagram
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(Figure 2) shows noticeable presence of five events that
describe the noise of about 80 dB, resulting from the
passage of vehicles or motorcycles. The noise level is
mainly
ranged
from
60
dB
to
75 dB as a result of the presence of a large number of
people and music that comes from the coffee bar
nearby.

21 dB indicates the presence of a problem which is
certainly a disturbing factor. Range and magnitude of
negative impacts on the life of local population,
tourists and the environment from identified noise
sources (cars, motorcycles, air conditioners, music
from the restaurants, meeting more people), is an issue
which should be carefully considered by competent
authorities and the entire community.
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BUKA U TURISTIČKOM NASELJU - EKOLOŠKI PROBLEM ILI
LUKSUZ KOJI PRATI ŽIVOTNU SVAKODNEVNICU
Aleksandar Nikolić, Mladenka Vujošević
Rezime: Stanovnici razvijenih zemalja jasno prepoznaju prekomernu buku kao faktor koji negativno utiče na
ljudsko zdravlje. Nažalost, to nije slučaj u Crnoj Gori u kojoj je ovaj problem posebno izražen u primorskom
regionu tokom letnje sezone. U cilju provere te činjenice u praksi, izvšeno je merenje nivoa buke u životnoj sredini
u turističkom naselju Donja Lastva u opštini Tivat. Rezultati merenja ukazuju na prisustvo buke u životnoj sredini
u turističkom naselju Donja Lastva. Odstupanja koja su uočena i u letnjem i u zimskom periodu svrstavaju buku u
životnoj sredini u grupu zagađivača koja značajno utiče na život i zdravlje ljudi. Prekoračenje dozvoljenih
vrednosti ukazuju na prisustvo problema koji bi mogli da ugroze buduće generacije.
Ključne reči: buka, životna sredina, turističko naselje.
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SOUND INSULATION OF A MECHANICAL
WORKSHOP
Abstract: The paper presents a design process related to sound
insulation of a small mechanical workshop for storing eccentric
presses, which is located in a densely populated housing estate.
Starting from the theoretical model of acoustic insulation power of a
single solid partition, a complex partition and a multi-layer partition,
the acoustic insulation power of the walls and the ceiling in the
workshop was determined. The results of calculation of workshop
isolation coincide to a great extent with the experimental results of
measuring noise levels.
Key words: noise, mechanical workshop, sound insulation.

INTRODUCTION

NOISE SOURCES

Small production workshops are often located in
business-residential zones. Analysis of their impact on
the environment implies that they must fulfil certain
noise requirements. Noise sources must not generate
noise levels whose rating level exceeds limit values of
noise indicators in the environment.
The paper is based on the request for designing
acoustic protection of a workshop for storing two
eccentric presses. The future workshop should be part
of a business facility in a densely populated housing
estate, where the façade of the next door neighbour is
only 5 m away. The tendency was to organise the entire
production process at one location because the
production of parts on the eccentric presses had been
dislocated due to the problem with noise. Such a
manner of production had led to increased costs of
production. Based on the preliminary design of sound
insulation of the new workshop, the owner decided to
invest some funds in sound insulation and consolidate
the production process.
The acoustic quality of a building defined by a project
task or only by corresponding standards is obligatorily
controlled during its technical acceptance after the
completion of construction. The basic standard in the
field of acoustics in civil engineering, SRPS U.J6.201,
defines the obligation of checking acoustic quality of
buildings during their technical acceptance.

The eccentric press is a machine for deforming, in
which the operating stroke of the eccentric press is
accomplished through the eccentre which converts the
circular motion of the drive shaft into the rectilinear
motion of the tool. In the workshop, there are two
eccentric presses driven by an electromotor. The torque
is transmitted from the electromotor to the flywheel
which serves to reduce impact loads. The flywheel is
placed on the eccentric shaft and they rotate together. A
joint which drives the eccentric press and converts the
circular motion of the driving motor into the rectilinear
motion of the tool is fixed to the eccentre of the shaft.
Small serial and medium serial production is most
frequently realized in the workshop. The dominant
operations are cutting and punching performed by
using tools on the eccentric presses. Two eccentric
presses whose nominal deformation forces are 800 KN
and 500 KN are to be installed in the workshop.
The equivalent noise level measured at the distance of
0.7 m from the press is 95.8 dB(A).

Paper is presented at the "24 International Conference Noise and Vibration", Faculty of Occupational Safety in Niš, 2014, Niš.
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Figure 1. Eccentric press WÖGTLE (500 KN) and its frequency characteristic at individual operation

METHODOLOGY OF ESTABLISHING
SOUND INSULATION
The main procedure in reducing the isolation of any
two rooms to a given value means establishing all paths
of the passage of sound energy between them.
Adequate interventions to a necessary exent can be
allowed only by complete consideration of possible
paths of sound passage. A lot of mistakes in solving
sound protection have been the consequence of
wrongly considered significance of certain paths of
energy.
The minimum values of sound insulation R w and
maximum values of the level of impact sound L w are
given in the standard SRPS U.J6.201 for individual
functions of partitions as a function of purpose of the
building. The acoustic insulation power, R, is a value
expressed in decibels and defined as the logarithm of
the reciprocal value of the transmission coefficient τ
(ratio of the sound energy transmitted through the
partition to the total sound energy incident on it).

R = 10log

1

τ

[ dB ]

The acoustic insulation power of a solid partition at low
frequencies can be approximately expressed by the
following relation:

=
R 20log ( f ⋅ ms ) − 47 [ dB ]
where:
f - the frequency
m s - the surface mass of the partition.
It can be seen that the acoustic insulation power
increases with the increase in the frequency and the
partition mass. Due to the increase in the acoustic
insulation power with the increase in the partition mass,
the previous expression is often called ”the law of
mass”. The acoustic insulation power of partitions is
given in dB depending on the frequency.

Acoustic insulation power of a complex partition
Complex partitions are those partitions which include
different elements or materials, e.g. a wall with an
inserted window. The acoustic insulation power of a
complex partition is determined by the acoustic
insulation power of its weakest part, which means that
there is no sense in making a partition of high acoustic
insulation power if it will have inserted openings (doors
and windows) whose acoustic insulation power is low.
The acoustic insulation power of a complex partition is
determined by the expression:



R = 10 log 
 S / S
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where:
(1) m2
S u - the total area of the partition,
S o - the area of the opening, m2
S z - the pure area of the wall, m2
R z - the acoustic insulation power of the wall, dB
R o - the acoustic insulation power of the opening, dB
(2)
Acoustic insulation power of a multi-layer partition
Multi-layer partitions consist of a certain number of
solid partitions (walls) with an air gap. This gap is
relatively narrow and the whole structure made of walls
with the gap must be observed as a unit. These
partitions are, for practical and economical reasons,
most often made as double partitions. Double
partitions, due to the air gap, have the resonant
frequency. In the neighbourhood of resonance, the
acoustic insulation power of these partitions is reduced,
whereas above the resonant frequency it increases with
the speed of 18 dB/ octave.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the acoustic insulation power of a double partition as a function of frequency
Isolation
The isolation between two rooms depends on the the
acoustic insulation power of the partition, the area of
the common wall and the total area of the reception
[ Hz ] room.
The isolation can be determined by the
expression:
(5)

The double partition has the resonant frequency given
by the expression:

f0
=

ms1 + ms 2
1 1,8 ⋅ ρ ⋅ c 2  1
1 
=
+

 80, 23
b
b ⋅ ms1 ⋅ ms 2
2π
 ms1 ms 2 

where:
m s1 and m s2 - the surface masses of the partitions,
kg/m2
ms= d ⋅ mt  kg / m 2 


where: d - the thickness of the partition in cm
m t - the surface mass of the material  kg / m 2 , cm 


(table value)
b - the distance between the partitions, m.
Below the resonant frequency, the acoustic insulation
power is identical to the one of a solid homogeneous
partition whose surface mass is equal to the sum of
surface masses of individual partitions, i.e.

D= R − 10 log

S12
[ dB ]
A2

where:
(6)
D - the isolation
R - the acoustic insulation power of the partition
S 12 - the area of the common wall
A 2 - the total absorption area of the other room

R ≈ 20 log  f ⋅ ( ms1 + ms 2 )  − 47 [ dB ]

(7)

The acoustic insulation power below this frequency
increases with the speed of 6 dB per octave.
It can be taken that the improvement of the acoustic
insulation power due to the existence of a double
partition structure approximately begins only at the
frequency which is by an octave higher than the
resonant frequency f 0 given by the expression (5).
With a further increase in frequency, the acoustic
insulation power increases by 18 dB/oct. In this zone,
the acoustic insulation power is proportional to the
product of surface masses of individual partitions and
distances between them, i.e.:
fg
=

c
2 ⋅π ⋅ b

≈

At the frequency f g , the acoustic insulation power is
found from the relation:

( f g ) ≈ R1 + R2 + 20 log ( f ⋅ b ) − 29 [ dB ]

The noise level in the reception room is calculated
according to the expression:

L=
L1 − D [ dB ]
2

55
[ Hz ]
b

R

Figure 3. Paths of transmission of sound energy
between two rooms

(8)
where:
L 1 - the noise level in the room where the source is
placed
(9) room
L 2 - the noise level in the reception

R1 ≈ 20 log ( f ⋅ ms1 ) − 47 [ dB ]

(10)

R2 ≈ 20 log ( f ⋅ ms 2 ) − 47 [ dB ]

(11)
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CALCULATION OF THE SOUND
INSULATION OF THE MECHANICAL
WORKSHOP

Workshop - 1 is located in the business facility shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Base of the ground floor where the mechanical workshop is located
The necessary isolation of walls of the mechanical
workshop is determined for each wall depending on the
purpose of the neighbouring rooms.
In the mechanical workshop, the critical wall is S 1o
because it represents a complex partition with an
inserted window. That wall borders its residential
surroundings and represents a potential danger from the
aspect of noise. The problem is enhanced by the fact
that the facade of the closest residential unit is only 5 m
away from the workshop window.

Selection of materials for the walls
YTONG blocks were selected from the wall building
materials that can be found in the market. The selection
was done on the basis of price and acoustic insulation
power. One wall of the workshop does not have any
acoustic openings. The other three walls have a
window, a single-wing door and double-wing door, as
it is shown in Figure 3. The appearance of the selected
block for walls is seen in Figure 5., and the main
technical characteristics are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Rooms of the business facility
Ord.
no.

Name
room

of

1.

Mechanical
workshop

2.

Workshop - 2

the

5.
6.

Storeroom
for
wood
Storeroom
for
coal
Sanitary block
Office

7.

Garage

3.
4.

Floor
treatment
reinforced
concrete
reinforced
concrete
reinforced
concrete
reinforced
concrete
ceramic tiles
ceramic tiles
reinforced
concrete

Floor
area
[m2]
33,57
25.73
15.94
15.87

Figure 5. Appearance of YTONG block ZBZ 25** [8]

1.65
8.79
38.35
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Table 2. Catalogue data for YTONG block ZBZ 25**
[8]
Dimensions

Type of
materials

Label

P-5,0/0,65

ZBZ
25**

Sound
insulation

l

d

h

625

250

200

The window on the wall has three panes. The thickness
of the pane is 4 mm, and the distance between the
panes is 9 mm. The acoustic insulation power R of such
a window is 36 dB.

[dB]
52

The acoustic insulation power of the block is presented
in Figure 6. It is a figure from the manufacturer’s
catalogue and it also presents the values of acoustic
insulation power for other types of building blocks.
The blocks are manufactured in two variants of density.
Blocks with higher density (marked by** in the
manufacturer’s catalogue) are used for the walls which
reqiure higher acoustic insulation power. The block
with the acoustic insulation power of 52 dB was
selected (Figure 6.) for the walls of the mechanical
workshop.

Figure 7. Three-chamber window
(measures given in mm)
Table 3. Classification of windows and doors into
classes of acoustic quality (according to the standard
SRPS U.J6.201)
WINDOWS

DOORS
acoustic
insulation
power [dB]

class
special
class
Class I
Class II
Class III
Class IV

> 40
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24

acoustic
insulation
power [dB]

class
special
class
Class I
Class II
Class III
/

> 35
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
/

According to Table 3, it can be concluded that the
window belongs to Class I of acoustic quality.
Figure 6. Values of the sound insulation RW for
YTONG block ZBZ 25** [8]
Acoustic insulation power of windows and doors
The calculation of acoustic insulation power of
windows can be determined according to the
expression:

=
R 20 log d + 12 log ( 2.5 + b ) + 25 [ dB ]
where:
d - the total thickness of the pane, cm
b - the distance between the panes

Calculation of acoustic insulation power of the walls
which represent complex partitions
In the mechanical workshop, three walls are realized as
complex acoustic partitions. These walls have openings
which are, in principle, always weak acoustic points.
Openings reduce the value of acoustic insulation
power, but they cannot be(14)
avoided because of the
purpose of the room.
Table 4. presents the results of calculation of acoustic
insulation power of complex partitions of the
mechanical workshop. The values are determined
according to the expressions (3) and (4).

Table 4. Acoustic insulation power of the workshop walls which represent complex partitions
Ord.
no.
1.
2.
3.

Opening
Window
Single-wing door
Double-wing door

Designation
of the wall
S 10
S 13
S 12

Su
[m2]
18
16.8
18

Sz
[m2]
16.77
14.91
9.52

So
[m2]
1.28
1.89
8.48
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Rz
[dB]
52
52
52

Ro
[dB]
36
30
30

R
[dB]
46 (46.2)
39 (39.3)
33 (33.2)
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Figure 8. presents the wall with an iserted window. The
sizes of the wall and the window are given as well as
the position of the window on the wall.

Figure 8. Wall with an inserted window
Calulation of the acoustic insulation power of the
ceiling
The ceiling is realized as a double partition which
consists of brick with the thickness of 200 mm and the
concrete screed with the thickness of 30 mm. The
plates are completely mechanically and acoustically
isolated from each other and the gap between them is
filled with styropor with the thickness of 50 mm
(Figure 9.). The surface mass of the blocks m s1 is 21
kg/m2, and the surface mass of concrete is
23 kg/m2.
Based on Figure 2 and the expressions (5) through (11),
the necessary values which influence the acoustic
insulation power of the multi-layer partition, in this
case the ceiling, can be determined. The results of
calculation are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Acoustic insulation power of the ceiling
m

s1

m

s2

fo

R

fg

R1

R2

R fg

[kg/m2] [kg/m2] [Hz] [dB] [Hz] [dB] [dB] [dB]
420

69

46,6

37

1100 66,3 50,6

123

The acoustic insulation power R is calculated for the
frequency of 31.5 Hz.

Table 6. Isolation of the mechanical workshop
Connection between theR w
rooms
[dB]
workshop - 1 workshop - 2 33
workshop - 1 room - 3
39
external
workshop - 1
46
environment

S 1i
[m2]
15,9
16,8

A2
[m2]
112,5
82,6

D
[dB]
41,2
45,9

18

18

46

In the middle of the mechanical workshop in which two
eccentric presses operate simultaneously, the noise
level
is
94 dB(A).
In the case of the mechanical workshop, it is most
important to determine the noise level toward the
external environment. The noise level in the reception
room can be calculated based on the calculated
isolation (Table 7.) and the measured noise level in the
workshop. Since in this case there is no room, but an
external environment, the noise level was measured
directly on the window.
Table 7. Isolation of the outer wall of the workshop
Measuring
point
Noise
level

Works
hop

Window
(theoretically)

Window
(experimenta
lly)

[dBA]

[dB]

[dBA]

94

48

47

As the workshop is located in the business-residential
area (acoustic zone IV with the allowed values of noise
indicators for daily conditions of 60 dBA, and 50 dBA
for night conditions), its isolation is sufficient to
provide the noise level in the environment within the
allowed limits.
For experimental determination of the acoustic
insulation power of each partition, it is necessary to
perform measurement according to the standards SRPS
ISO 717-1 and SRPS ISO 717-2.

30

50

ms

200

CONCLUSION

ms
Figure 8. Ceiling in the mechanical workshop

Isolation of the mechanical workshop
The isolation (D) from the neighbouring rooms of the
mechanical workshop was calculated based on the
calculated acoustic insulation power of the partitions
(Rw), the area of the common walls (S 1i ) and the total
absorption area of the reception rooms.

The calculated values of acoustic insulation power of
the walls of the mechanical workshop determined by
theoretical models and the experimental results
obtained by measurement of noise levels, after the
completion of the mechanical workshop, coincide to a
great extent. Based on this, it can be concluded that the
theoretical model is adequate. The designed sound
isolation of the workshop for storing eccentric presses
provides such values of noise levels in the workshop
environment that will not result in exceeding the limit
values of noise indicators in the environment. Such a
solution of sound protection can be applied in other
similar cases of workshops which store machines that
generate high noise levels.
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ZVUČNA IZOLACIJA MAŠINSKE RADIONICE
Zoran Petrović, Branko Radičević, Milan Kolarević, Vladan Grković
Rezime: U radu je prikazan postupak projektovanja zvučne izolacije male mašinske radionice sa ekscentričnim
presama koja se nalazi u naselju velike gustine stanovanja. Polazeći od teorijskog modela izolacione moći
jednostruke i višestruke pregrade, određena je zvučna izolacija zidova i tavanica u radionici. Rezultati proračuna
izolacije u radionici se u velikoj meri poklapaju sa eksperimentalnim rezultatima merenja nivoa buke.
Ključne reči: buka, mašinska radionica, zvučna izolacija.
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BUKA U ŽIVOTNOJ SREDINI
Momir Praščević, Dragana Cvetković
Udžbenik "Buka u životnoj sredini" autora dr Momira
Praščevića i dr Dragana Cvetkovića predstavlja
kombinaciju teorijske analize zvučnih oscilacija (buke)
i praktične realizacije znanja kroz rešavanje
formilisanih konkretnih problema.
U prvoj glavi "Fizički koncept zvuka (buke)" se
ukratko opisuju fizičke osobine zvuka i buke kao
neželjenog zvuka. Opisuje se emisija buke i njeno
prostiranje u elastičnoj sredini s osvrtom na tipove
izvora buke, osnovne veličine zvučnog talasa,
atmosferski i Doplerov efekat i uticaj apsopcije,
refleksije i difrakcije.
Osnovna teorija se proširuje diskusijom matematičkog
alata za izvođenje i rešavanje talasne jednačine.
Matematička izvođenja za ravne i sferne talase su
prikazana bez korišćenja vektorske algebre. Posebno se
razmatra tačkasti izvor kao najčešće korišćena
aproksimacija za realne izvore buke. Date su osnovne
jednačine za zvučni pritisak i intenzitet zvuka u
zavisnosti od rastojanja do izvora.
U drugoj glavi "Fiziološki koncept zvuka (buke)" se
razmatra psihofiziološki apsekt buke, počev od
mehanizma sluha do frekvencijsko-dinamičkog opsega
čujnosti ljudskog uha. U drugom delu se uvode
osnovne veličine i jedinice za opisivanje buke. Zbog
velikog dinamičkog opsega buke tipičnih izvora, za
opisivanje buke se objašnjava korišćenje decibela
umesto apsolutnih jedinica. Zatim se razmatraju
subjektivni efekti buke i definišu najopštije korišćene
veličine i jedinice uz objašnjenje njihovog nastanka i
oblasti primene. Uvode se ekvivalentni nivo buke i
nivo izloženosti buci kao veličina za opisivanje i ocenu
vremenski promenljive buke.

Treća glava "Merenje buke" opisuje instrumente za
merenje buke i opšte tehnike za merenje i analizu,
počev od jednostavnih mernih sistema sa filtarskim
jedinicama (oktavnim, tercnim i uskopojasnim), pa do
složenijih instrumenata i sistema za analizu. Opisani su
osnovni elementi mernog sistema sa njihovim glavnim
osobinama. Naglašena je neophodnost pažljive
kalibracije i u kratkim crtama su opisane procedure
koje dovode do najpreciznijih mernih rezultata. Takođe
je prikazana tehnika merenja intenziteta zvuka,
ukazujući na njene prednosti kroz primere primene. Na
kraju je objašnjena primena modularnog preciznog
analizatora buke.
U četvrtoj glavi "Buka u zatvorenom prostoru" se
objašnjava ponašanje zvuka u prostorijama korišćenjem
talasne i statističke teorije. Prikazana analiza zvuka u
prostorijama
ne
uključuje
samo
objašnjenja
reflektovanja zvuka u prostoriji, već i kakav efekat
imaju različiti materijali pri apsoprciji i kontroli buke u
prostoriji. Pažnja čitaoca se usmerava ka prenošenju
buke iz jedne u drugu prostoriju i zvučno-izolacionim
osobinama građevinskih elemenata. Kao metode za
kontrolu buke, posebno se naglašavaju akustička
obrada prostorija i zvučna izolacija.
Diskusija u petoj glavi "Komunalna buka" ograničena je na prostiranje buke od izvora do prijemnika na
otvorenom prostoru kroz atmosferu. Tubulencija,
gradijent temperature i vetra, viskozna i molekularna
apsoprcija, lišće, barijere, refleksije od podloge i
zgrada, utiču na nivo buke i izazivaju promene u buci
na mestu prijemnika. Svi navedeni fenomeni su
detaljno objašnjeni. Takođe, razmotreni su glavni izvori
buke na otvorenom prostoru, uključujući putnički,
železnički i avionski saobraćaj, industriju, građevinske
i javne radove i buku koja potiče iz susedstva.
U drugom delu se razmatra osnovna filozofija
mapiranja buke u životnoj sredini, kao jednog od tri
ključna elementa direktive o menadžementu bukom u
životnoj sredini. U kratkim crtama su opsane procedure
koje omogućuju najbolju prognozu i mapiranje buke.
Nakon toga su definisani indikatori buke koji se koriste
za mapiranje. Data je i procedura za izračunavanje
merodavnog nivoa buke.
Predstavljeni su takođe osnovni principi u oblasti
kontrole buke kao i nove tehnologije i tehnike.
Predstavljeni su osnovni principi kontrole buke na
samom izvoru buke, na pravcima prostiranja buke i na
mestu prijemnika.
dr Dragan Veličković, red. prof. u penziji
dr Nikola Lilić, red. prof.
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FIZIČKE ŠTETNOSTI ZBIRKA REŠENIH ZADATAKA
Dragan Cvetković, Momir Praščević, Darko Mihajlov
Udžbenik „Fizičke štetnosti – zbirka rešenih zadataka“
ima 123 strane, 63 slike, šest tabela i 29 bibliografskih
jedinica. Rukopis sadrži 106 postavljenih i detaljno
rešenih zadataka. Uz tekst većine zadatka data je i
odgovarajuća slika kao i slika koja prati i ilustruje
rešenje zadatka.
Udžbenik sadrži predgovor sa ciljevima, strukturom i
planom izlaganja kao i bibliografiju. Udžbenik sadrži
sledeća poglavlja koja se odnose na oblasti buke,
vibracija i elektromagnetnih zračenja.
Sadržaji u tekstu ovog udžbenika su usklađeni sa
koncepcijskim rešenjima univerzitetskih udžbenika.
Udžbenik se odlikuje izuzetnom ilustrativnošću: slike i
grafički prikazi su pažljivo odabrani i predstavljaju
izvanrednu podršku objašnjenjima i rešenjima
zadataka. Sadržaji su sistematično rasporođeni i
organizovani po tematskim celinama.
Udžbenik ispunjava teorijske, stručne i metodske
zahteve, na celovit način obrađuje svaki bitan aspekt
sadržaja odnosno valjano registruje probleme, definiše
pojmove, objašnjava njihovu suštinu i nesumljivo će
inspirisati studente da ulože adekvatne samostalne
napore na usvajanju gradiva i tragaju za novim
saznanjima iz ove oblasti. Udžbenik je u pogledu
terminologije i nomenklature usaglašen sa važećimim
zahtevima.
Metodologija obrade sadržaja u ovom udžbeniku, kroz
jasna i precizna rešenja zadataka i ilustrativne prikaze,
omogućava studentima formiranje fleksibilnog sistema

znanja koji je dobra osnova za dalje izučavanje u
okviru fizičkih štetnosti u radnoj i životnoj sredini.
Sadržaji su obrađeni logičkim redosledom i podržani
pravilnim i preciznim definicijama potrebnih naučnih
pojmova.
Dobro odabrani i struktuirani zadaci izloženi su sa
detaljnim i ilustrovanim rešenjima, sa jasnom fizičkom
i matematičkom interpretacijom. Najveći broj zadataka
koji su korišćeni na vežbama i pismenim ispitima
navedenog nastavnog predmeta predstavlja originalnu
formulaciju autora. Zadaci su koncipirani na taj način
da korisnika zbirke postepeno uvode u datu
problematiku. Realno prisustvo fizičkih štetnosti u
industrijskom ambijentu i životnoj sredini opredelilo je
autore da u zbirku uvrste zadatke i proračune koji se
odnose na konkretne i realne probleme.
Udžbenik „Fizičke štetnosti – zbirka rešenih zadataka“
je prvenstveno namenjen studentima prve godine
osnovnih akademskih studija na Fakultetu zaštite na
radu u Nišu, sa ciljem da im se olakša usvajanje
sadržaja iz predmeta „Fizički parametri u radnoj i
životnoj sredini“. Imajući u vidu problematiku koja je
prezentovana u rukopisu i njen kvalitet, ovaj rukopis se
preporučuje i studentima drugih fakulteta gde se ova
problematika izučava. Preporučuje se i stručnjacima
koji u svojoj praksi imaju potrebu za ovim znanjima.
Autori se srdačno zahvaljuju recenzentu dr Draganu
Veličkoviću, red. prof. Fakulteta zaštite na radu u Nišu,
u penziji, na korisnim sugestijama i uloženom trudu
oko recenzije ove zbirke.
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granama kao u epidemiologiji, virusologiji, reumatologiji,
hirurgiji, dijagnostici kancera, metaboličkih bolesti,
vaskularnih promena, stomatologiji, kao i za otkrivanje
različitih bolesti i pre nego što su doživeli punu kliničku sliku
pa je značajna njena uloga u ranom otkrivanju i prevenciji.

TERMOVIZIJSKE KAMERE
Instrumenti za termovizijsku dijagnostiku

Termovizijska dijagnostika se koristi u tehničke i medicinske
svrhe, a posebno je našla primenu u zaštiti i bezbednosnim
sistemima. Termovizijske kamere omogućavaju da ljudsko
oko sagleda ono što ne može da vidi. Svako telo emituje
određenu količinu energije koja može da se registruje
kamerom za termoviziju.
Na osnovu rezultata snimanja ili posmatranja kroz objektiv
kamere, registruje se infracrveno ili toplotno zračenje i
najnižeg stepena, a omogućava se izuzetno precizno merenje
temperature bez ikakvog kontakta sa objektom čije se fizičke
karakteristike mere. Na osnovu rezultata dobijenih
testiranjem moguće je napraviti preciznu evaluaciju
mehaničkih, termičkih, električnih i bioloških procesa.
Informacije o struji, voltaži, otporu i energiji su dragoceni za
adekvatno postavljanje električnih instalacija i njihovo
puštanje u rad.
Kineska kompanija Wuhan Guide Infrared, koju na našem
tržištu zastupa "Aleksandar Inženjering", godinama
unapređuje tehnologiju registrovanja termalne, odnosno
infracrvene energije. Termovizijske kamere "Wuhan Guide
Infrared" su tehnološki superiorni proizvodi, visokih
performansi i za životnu sredinu neškodljivi.
Za industriju
TP8 serija
Za zaštitu od požara, zaštitu radne i životne sredine
Protivpožarna ručna termička kamera IR1190 je opremljena
sa detektorom ultravisoke rezolucije, što joj omogućuje
prikazivanje slike besprekorne jasnoće, a time se pomaže
vatrogascima da vide kroz oblake dima i da identifikuju
moguće žrtve pre nego što do dođe do povrede, ili smrti

EasIR Serija i EasIR-9
EasIR Serija je nova infracrvena kamera
proizvođača Guide, koja pomera granice
infracrvenog snimanja svojim odličnim
karakteristikama i niskom cenom.
Dizajnirana je za rad pod teškim radnim
uslovima i za korisnike, koji ne moraju
biti visoko obučeni, EasiR Serija je
otporna na udarce i robus tna i pod
najtežim radnim uslovima.
Za medicinu
Termovizijske kamere vrlo lako i precizno detektuju
detektuju temperatune razlike pojedinih delova površine tela
čoveka i životinja i mogu se koristiti u mnogim medicinskih

Napredna tehnologija infracrvenog merenja temperature vam
pomaže da odredite tačan izvor vatre, a time da donesete
tačnu i blagovremenu odluku, koja neće biti ugrožena od
strane nepreciznosti merenja detektora. Na raspolaganju je i
bežični prenos video informacija, kojim se može ostvariti
slanje žive slike iz prve ruke u komandni centar, gde se onda
mogu doneti brze i precizne odluke.
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